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QUERTERMOUS GETS KMA ENDORSEMENT
Cases Are Heard
In Calloway Court
Of Judge McCuiston

Keith Wilcox Curd
Wounded, Vietnam
This morning was a fall morning if we ever saw one. A heavy
4ew, browning leaves with several big Hickory leaves on the
ground, a distinct chill in the
air, a Squirrel gathering Acorns,
a fogginess in the air caused
by the warm ground versus the
chilled air.

Private First Class Keith Wilcox Curd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
T. G. Curd, Sr., of Hazel Route
Two, has been wounded in action in Vietnam, according to a
letter received by his parents
fram Pfc. Curd.

Local Physician Named As
President-Elect For 70-71

Cases were heard in the CalDr. John C. Quertermous was
loway County Court of Judge
last night as the presinamed
past
the
during
Hall McCuiston
of the Kentucky Medent-elect
followweek. Records show the
dical Association. He will asing occurred:
sume the office of president
Nickie Ahart, Route One, Al next year.
Dr. Quertermous is a graduate
mo, public drunkenness, fined
of Murray State University,
110 00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
his
Morton Rickard, 220 Graves, class of 1938, and received
Madisonville, speeding, fined M. D. degree at the University
in
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- of Louisville Medical School
1942.
ace.
His internship was held at
Johnny Miller, Route Two, the Good Samaritan Hospital
Hazel, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.

Vietnam August 1 of this year.
Curd was drafted from Calloway County on January 14,
1969, took his basic training at
Fort Campbell, and his advanced training at Fort Polk, La
He ii. graduate cf Calloway
County High School and was
employed at the Murray Division of the Tappan Company before entering the service.
His address is as follows:
PFC Keith Curd E401-72-6407
Co. 2/16 Rangers
November Plt.
1st Infantry Division
APO San Francisco,
California 96345.

in Cincinnati and he held a
residency at the Louisville General Hospital in Internal Medicine from December 1946 to
June 1949. Dr. Quertermous
served in the army in the South
Paoific for twenty-two months
and was discharged with the
rank of Major.

He began his private practice here in Murray in January
1950.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER It TIMES FILE

Democrats from all over Western Kentucky will gather in
Murray tomorrow at the Murray State College auditorium for
the opening of the Democratic campaign.
Dr. Hugh Houston has been named to the Kentucky State Medical
Association Council, the governing body between conventions,
at the associational meeting in Louisville.
Jewel Nance of Hickory who made a deer hunt to Alaska last
July was the guest speaker at the Murray Rotary Club.
Judith Farris is president of the New Concord FHA for this
year.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER It TIMES FILE

The first person in Calloway County reporting a 100 per cent
Cover crop is Charles B. Stark. of the Sinking Spring community.
Deaths reported are Voris Andrus, age 71, and Mrs. Eugene
Tarry, Sr. age 6.8.
Dr. Hugh Leavell Houston of Murray is featured in an article
of the official magazine of the Kentucky Medical Society.
Miss Carlene Sue Lockhart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, was married to Jack Beale Kennedy, son of Mr. and
,
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, on September 15.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds defeated Tennessee Tech
26-7 in Cookeville, Tenn.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For we have not an high priest which cannot be touched with the
feeling of our infirmities; but was in all points tempted like as we
are, yet without sin. — Hebrews 4:15.
We know Christ understands our need and knows how to help
us because He has lived on our level.

Odd Arrest Say
Police Of Woman

COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)—
Two Columbus vice bureau
detectives thought they had
seen it all until Tuesday.
Detectives David Verne and
John Hawk were sent to a
home to investigate 30 coman
lodged
against
plaints
alleged prostitute.
When Verne knocked at the
door, a 69-year-old woman told
him to come back in half an
hour. When he returned, a
grocery list was pinned on the
door. The note said the cost of
the items would be deducted
from her fee.
Verne and Hawk did their
marketing, returned to the
trance

home and when she opened the
door, they arrested her on three
charges of prostitution.
Hawk said the woman, who
he said looked 20 years younger
than she was, told them she
thought prostitution was illegal
only at night and that she
practiced prostitution to supplement her old age pension.
"It's the oddest arrest I've
ever gotten," Hawk said.

Offers

Aid In Conflict

PARIS (UPI) — President
George Pompidou has renewed
a standing offer to North
Vietnam's new ruling troika to
help promote a peaceful settlement of the Vietnam War,
French political sources said
today.
Pompidou' offered France's
help and possible diplomatic
intercession to speed the Paris
talks in a megrige to acting
president Ton Dec Thang. The
message was sent after the
death of President Ho Chi
Minh, the sources said.
Pompidou also got an authoriassessment
of the
tative
policies North Vietnam's new
leaders will follow from Jean
Sainteny, former minister and
one-time diplomat to Hanoi, the
sources said.
Sainteny represented France
at Ho's funeral and conducted
talks with Ho's successors
while he was in Hanoi, the
said. The French
sources
government was instrumental
in getting Hanoi into the peace
negotiations in Paris.
Even as Pompidou offered
French help in efforts toward
Vietnam,
Hanoi
peace
in
leaders appeared to be hardening their position in the talks,
which convene for the 35th time
Thursday.

TIMES —

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

per cent fewer farmers (both
:',treet scene
owners and/or managers and
hired workers) will be needed
than in 1960. However, with
HOLLYWOOD OfPD—W artier
many phases of agriculture and 'Bros. will use the downtilun
agri-business now in the profes- streets of Albuquerque, N.M. for
sional and technical occupations, scenes of "Nobody Loves Flappyoung men interested in avi- ing Eagle" starring Anthony
culture will have opportunities
in many new agriculture-related positions.

Stanley F. YolleS, M.D., Director
National Institute Of Mental Health

NON-URBAN AREAS TO
GET MORE MENTAL
HEALTH CARE
What is the outlook for better
mental health care for Americans living in the rural areas of
the Nation?
Through communit mental
health programs funded by
communities, States, and the
Federal Government, it now
promises to be brighter than at
any time since the rise of the
large custodial mental hospital.

These centers will bring mental health services within reach
of millions of Americans, most
of who never before had access
to community-based care and
alternatives to hospitalization.
In 11 States, centers to be
created with the aid of Federal
construction and staffing grants
will cover more than one-third
of their rural county popuations.
Among the States with the
highest mental health service
coverage for rural county residents, based on grants awarded
up to early 1969, are: Kentucky, 88 percent; North Dakota, 63 percent; and Vermont,
44 percent. Colorado, Massachusetts, Montana, and Michigan range from 39 to 42 percent. Pennsylvania, Florida,
New Hampshire, and South

Carolina range from 33 to 38
percent coverage.
Among the States which so
far have no funded centers
covering rural counties are Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, New Jersey, Utah, Alaska,
California, Nevada, and Oregon. Approximately 2,260,000
citizens reside in the rural counties of these States.
Of the 500 poorest countlts
in the country, 486 are rural.
Funded centers will serve 122,
or 25 percent, of these.
Of the 3,134 counties in the
United States, 2,160 are outside
of "standard metropolitan statistical areas" and have more
than 50 percent of their residents in communities smaller
than 2,500 population.
Most of the 134 new rural
centers will cover several counties, using mobile treatment
teams or satellite clinics. They
will provide a comprehensive
range of services, as required by
the Federal aid program: inpatient and outpatient treatment,
emergency services, day or night
care (partial hospitalization),
and consultation and education
for physicians, schools, clergy,
and local agencies.
Since the first Federal grant
for community mental health
centers was awarded in 1965,
more than 350 centers have
been funded in 49 States, Puerto
Rico, and the District of Columbia, covering areas in which
more than 54 million Americans reside. By 1980 some
2,000 centers are projected totthe national community mental
health program.

KENTUCKY
LEGISLATIVE
REPORT
One hundred and thirty-eight
veterans of 58 years of Kentucky
legislative service may be retired prior to 1970 General Assembly.
The Legislative Research Commission is considering purchase of new chairs for the state's 138 legislators, replacing
those which have servedlegislators in 29 consecutive biennial
sessions.
The chairs now in use were
first used in the 1912 General
Assembly, the first session to
be held in the New Capitol Building.
Lieutenant Governor Wendell
Ford, chairman of LRC, cited
possible historical values of the
chairs during Thursday's LRC
meeting. He suggested some of
them might be sold to help offset the cost of new chairs.
A committee was appointed
to investigate all proposals.
LRC Director James T. Fleming said many of the chairs can
not be repaired for use by the
1970 Legislature. He said many
legislators in recent sessions
have used "regular straight chairs" rather than some of the old,
worn legislative chairs.
The Legislators' desks, also
original equipment in both chambers, are still in good condition
and are being repaired and refinished by Prison Industries,
Fleming said.
The LRC also is considering
replacement of another veteran
in the House chamber — the microphone and public address system—said by engineers to be
more feasible than repairing the
system.
The commission also was told
that the Department of Finance
is asking for bids on a project
to convert some unused space
on the fourth floor of the Capitol to office space for the LRC
staff. The work is expected to
be completed by December 20.
In other action, the commission accepted proposals for improving methods of publication
of the Legislative Record and

accepted reports on Legislative
audits, personal service contracts and state departments' payrolls, 'and reports by interim
committees.

MANY CHANGES IN
EMPLOYMENT PICTURE,
BUT OUTLOOK BRIGHT FOR
AGRICULTURE
It's not a surprising statement to remind you of the
changes in Kentucky and in
our national employment pie. of unemployment. By 1980, no
ture in recent years. And many more unskilled workers will be
technological advances in just needed than in 1960, or 20
the last few years will help years earlier. So these untrainthis trend to shift even more ed young people will be coming
in the next several years.
Into a labor market of overHowever, the statement may supply at the same time the
be surprising — and happy — lobs that they can do are being
to you that there's a happy out- eliminated by automation.
But focusing on agriculture,
look for agricultural graduates
— higher salaries and a strong the most startling fact is that
demand — in the outlook pro by 1980 — or 11 years from
jected by recent studies.
now — as many as 15 to 20
For example, placement officers at 13 Mid-West universities report that they could
place some 4,700 agricultural
graduates just this past spring.
But they only had about 2,800
available for jobs.
And even among these, over
half were not available — about
25 per cent bound for military
service and another 30 per
cent for graduate work. These
same placement officers also
report a 5.5 per cent average
increase in starting salaries
over a year ago.
The population explosion presents several startling trends.
As many as 40 per cent more
opportunities will be available
in such fields as teaching, medicine, science, mathematics,
the ministry, business adminlstratiqn, home econ2mics, jour- ASKS "TAX JUSTICE"- AFLnalism, and social work.- CIO President George Meany
A 30 per cent gain is antici- tells the Senate Finance
pated in clerical and sales Committee in Washington
workers, a 25 per cent increise that thy nation's union memin jobs for service workers — bers are tired of paying taxes
such as policemen, filling-stat. that the well-to-do escape.
ion attendants, barbers, a n d He opposes administration
beauticians.
proposals for changes in the
Another startling trend genHouse bill which, he says.
erated by the population ex.
would widen loopholes and
plosion is that by just next
year, 1970 — 2 million more "bear no resemblance at all
to tax justice."
teen-agers will be seeking em-
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
interest rate on conventional
home loans continued to climb
last month, reaching a nationwide average of 7.99 per cent
for new houses and 8.04 per
cent for used homes, the
Loan Bank
Federal
Home
Board said today.
It was the ninth straight
R TECHNICOLOR'PANAVISION•11.
month the rates increased.
ROM WARNER ISROS.-SEVEN ARTS
New home mortgage' rates MEW
were up from 7.91 per _cent in
July and 7.24 per cent in
SUGGESTED FOR
August a year ago. The rates
MATURE AUDIENCES
on existing homes irrreased
from 7.94 per cent last month
and 7.26 per cent a year ago.
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Homes On Rise

BUILT-IN ANTENNA - If you
can't find the radio antenna
on most of the 1970 autos,
it's probably because you
didn't look at the windshield.
Linda Carney. a secretary at
PPG Industries, a maker of
them holds her pencil behind a magnifying glass to
show the antenna wire is
seven times thinner than the
pencil lead The wires are
sealed in 51114 t he 'windshield

Even now, agricultural and
agri-business openings with the
strongest demands are food
science, agricultural education
and extension, agricultural-industry sales, and management
Among these, the demand is
highest for agricultural graduates wanting careers in sales
and management positions with
business and industry.
In fact, about one-third of
the openings this year in agriculture are in sales and management positions with busmess and industry.

Thur. - F . - Sat.

ALMANAC

Today is Thursday, September 25, the 268th day of 1369,
with 97 to follow.
The moon is full.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1513 Spanish explorer
Balboa became the first known
European to see the Pacific
Dcean when he crossed the
Isthmus of Panama.
In 1789 the first Congress of
the United States adopted 12
ammendments to the original
Constitution— ten of which were
ratified and became known as
the Bill of Rights.
In 1926 the Ford Motor Co.
put its workers on an 8-hour
day, five-day-week schedule.
In 1959 the prime minister of
Ceylon was shot by ascassins.
He died the following thy.
--A thought for the thy:
Bernard Shaw said, "The worst
sin towards our fellow creatures is not to hate them but to
be indifferent .
that's the
essence of inhumanity,"

PAGE TH

By United
Such positions include landscape architect, agricultural.
agricultural
specialist,
loan
journalism, conservationist, soil
bacteriologist, and farm-manployment than just 10 years agement specialist. In addition,
earlier, in 1960. Many will pre- there is an increasing demand
pare themselves for one of the for men specializing in the area
of crop protection — weed conexpanding fields.- Another
million, including high-schoc.I trol, insect control, plant-disdropouts, will find only t h e ease control, and. pesticide anpoorer-paying jobs with spells alysis and chemistry.

Interest Rate On

-P

SEPTEMBER 25 1969

THURSDAY

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

In a recent tabulation of the
growing number of community'
mental health centers, the National Institute of Mental Health
reports that centers are now
slated for 23 percent of the
country's rural county population.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

battle until last weekend, took a
turn in favor of the Atlanta
Braves Wednesday night as
they
defeated the Houston
Astros, 2-1, and increased their
lead to a game and a half over
the San Francisco Giants.
The Giants dropped their
Second game in a row to the
San Diego Padres, losing 3-2,
while in other action Cincinnati
beat Los Angeles, 7-2 and
Chicago defeated Montreal 6-3.
Pittsburgh's game at Philadelphia was postponed because of
rain.
In American League games,
Minnesota beat Kansas City 2-1,
Chicago edged Oakland 2-1,
Washington took a doubleheader from Detroit 8-4 and 7-4,
Boston nipped New York 1-0 in
14 innings, Baltimore beat
Cleveland 4-3 in 11 innings and
California defeated Seattle 3-1.
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\
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1 Murray High Orioles May Become Biggest
Prepares For Winners In Baseball History
Fulton City

stopped San Francisco 3-2.
Rick Renick, who homered in
After seven frustrating years
the eighth inning, singled and
as the misfits of baseball, the
The
New York Mets will scored the winning run on
Mets became a modern day
l'he Murray High Tigers are
have to pardon the Baltimore Graig Nettles' single in the 10th
legend Wednesday night when
working hard in preparation for
the Twins' Dick
Orioles if the latter think 1969 to give
their game with the Fulton Bullthey
clinched the National
might be an historic year for Woodson his seventh win. Dick
League's Eastern Division title
dogs Friday in Holland Stadtum. them
Drago, who went the full 10
too.
by whipping the St. Louis
The Murray boys came out
The Orioles had clinched the Innings, suffered his 13th loss.
of the tough game with Mayfield
Cardinals, 6-0, behind the fourAmerican
League's Eastern against 10 victories.
hit pitching of rookie Gary
without any injuries. However, Division title
Tommy John pitched a fourlong before the
Danny (carrell, who did a good
Gentry.
only as far as last spring, when
By MARTIN LADER
Mets climbed the Big Rock hitter for his ninth win and Bill
job at Mayfield, has been sick Candy
The Mets used a combination
UPI Sports Writer
you could have gotten 100-1
Mountain
Wednesday Melton hit a two-run honer for
all week and is a doubtful starter
of age and youth Wednesday
odds on their chances. No one,
night, of course, but now they the White Sox, who beat the
night in turning back the
NEW YORK (UPI}-If you not even Met manager Gil
MOREHEAD, Ky., - •'We're this Friday night.
have a good chance to establish Athletics before 1,618, the
The Tigers have shown impro- themselves
Cardinals, who were the precan believe that man has Hodges, would admit even in proud of the boys for coming
as the biggest smallest crowd in the history of
season favorites to win the
landed on the moon, then this moment of jubilation that back in the second half but we vement each week and they will winners in AL history,
Oakland Coliseum. Chuck DobEastern title.
swallow again and accept the they foresaw what was to made too many mental errors." need to play a good game if
The Orioles beat the Cleve- son dropped hLs 13th defeat
fact that the New York Mets happen.
Donn Clendenon, a 33-year-old
Morehead State University they want a win from the Bull- land Indians, 4-3, in 11 innings compared to 14 victories.
first
"Hell, no, they would have Head Football Coach Jake Hallum dogs.
are champions.
baseman
whom the
Mike Andrews doubled home
Wednesday night for their 107th
Since reton defeated Murray
Mets picked up from the
Those laughable, lamentable locked me up," said outfielder was discussing his team's 27-14
victory of the season. They are George Scott in the 14th inning
Montreal Expos early in the
buffoons of baseball, adored by Ron Swoboda in reply to a win over Marshall last Saturday last year for the first time in four games short of the
league to give the Red Sox their
season, and Ed Charles, a 36the adolescent set and trodden question whether he thought at night in the opener for both the 60's, the coactes hope this record of 111 wins
set by the marathon win over the Yankees
will
be
cause
the
Tigon
year-old veteran of 18 profesenough for the
beginning of the season the schools.
by
the traditionalists,
1954 Indians and, in the after Ken Brett and Ron
sional seasons, teamed with the
forever at home at the bottom Mets* could win the title. "You "That drive near the end of ers to be up for this game. process, would
pass the total of Klimkowski each pitched nine
The Murray defense was real
of the barrel and seemingly can be a helluva optimist and the first half proved
22-year-old Gentry for the
110 victories by the 1927 New scoreless innings before the
our boys
tough
against
forlorn of a brighter future, not have this in mind."
clincher.
Mayfield
after the York Yankees,
had good poise and was another
who generally game went into extra innings.
The final out touched off an
today stand at the top of this
Hodges, who celebrated the example of how Bill Marston first quarter and the offense look- are rated
the greatest team in Scott led off the 14th with an
ed good the entire second half,
mortal world.
division championship one year called a fine game,"
explosive reaction from the
infield hit and Dalton Jones
baseball history.
the secondaccording to Coach Ty Holland.
crowd of 56,587, many of whom
In this year of the impossible, to the day after suffering a year coach added.
Brooks
Robinson doubled walked before Andrews' double.
Tripp
Williams, Rayburn, Wilthe same year that man heart attack in Atlanta, also
had followed the Mets religiousHallum referred to an 80-yard
home Frank Robinson with the
Frank Howard hit his 47th
brought home the first souve- admitted to some surprise.
ly since their infancy. They
march which resulted in a score- ham, Pigg, Blalock, Clark, Mc- winning run in the Ilth inning homer
of the season in the first
Cage, Stokes and Ryan all looked
nirs from the moon, the New "We certainly weren't picked tying touchdown 30 seconds
swarmed onto the field and
to give reliever Dick Hall his game and Del Unser hit
bea twogood in the Mayfield game in the
York Mets catapulted to the top to do anything else except fore halftime.
literally tore Shea Stadium
fifth win.
front line and Brandon, Haver- scored threeThe Orioles, who run triple in the second game
and on Wednesday night they finish the 1969 season," he said, The Eagles dominated
apart in an effort to grab a
the secruns on four hits for the big blows
of the
stock, Carroll, McCuiston, Bryclinched the Eastern Division wiping
off the champagne ond half to grab the win.
souvenir of the historic occain the second inning, were Senators' sweep over
the
ant
and
title
liberally
Johnny
of
doused
National
the
Williams did a blanked
sion.
on his head by
League by
Marston rewrote two Breathitt
without a hit until Boog Tigers. Denny McLain, trying
beating the St. Louis Cardinals, pitcher Jerry Koosman. "Even Sports
good yob in the secondary. The
All over the city people were
Center Stadium records
Powell singled following a walk for his 24th victory,
suffered his
In June, July and August we In
6-0.
celebrating far into the night,
the game, completing 19 of entire team blocked well the sec- to Frank Robinson in the 11th.
By DAVID MOFFIT
ninth setback in the first game.
ond half.
The swarms of believers, who weren't talking this way. You 27 passes
and most people agreed it was
directing
plays
Robinson
and
took
third on Powell's Jim Spencer's two-run homer
UPI Sports Writer
Because this is Fulton's Big
had lived through Seven years never realize such a thing until which amassed
the most exciting moment in
394 yards in total
hit and scored on Brooks and Rick Reichardt's
inside-theof ninth and 10th place finishes, It happens."
game,
a
large
crowd
is
expected
baseball since Bobby Thomoffense.
Robinson's double.
ATLANTA (UPI) - Auburn appropriated their own souveparli homer were the big blows
Hodges, a member of seven
to follow their team hereandanoson's dramatic homer won a
The
senior
quarterback,
Mike
Cuellar,
who
trying
for his for the Angels as Rudy May
ther capacity crowd will be on
from
Shea Stadium, pennant winning teams while a played his first game
pennant for the Giants in 1951. coach Shug Jordan won't come nirs
24th victory, carried a 3-2 lead won his 10th
in two years
game.
The Mets will now play the right out and say it, but he ob- ripping up the turf and leaving first baseman for the Dodgers, without an injury hampering his hand. Game time is 8 o'clock. into the ninth
when Tony
winner of the Western Division viously wishes that Saturday's big craters aid taking watt s1'i___110 had never seen a throwing arm, connected on four The championship BLackand Gold fforton tied -thii score
with
for the pennant in a best-of-five game with Tennessee were a them all pieces of equipment happier group of boys than his touchdown passes, only one less Band will present another spec- 28th homer.
bit later in the season.
HORSES DIE IN BLAZE
left on the field.
team Wednesday night, and he
tacular
halftime
show.
series, beginning Oct. 4.
than his entire output of last
The Western Division cham"This is a must game
added, "If I had it, I'd give
Missed First Base
•The Western Division race,
season.
iori Minnesota Twins beat the
TROY, N.Y. (LTD- SevenThis caused
Mets' vice anything to have played on this "Bill is a
which had been a, four-team- for both schools," Jordan said.
Kansas City Royals 2-1 the teen show horses, valued
steady, aependable
"If either loses this early, it is president Jim Thompson to team,"
at
accolades,
singled
out
infor
quarterback who knows how to
Chicago White Sox nipped the $250,000, died when fire swept
out of the Southeastern Confer- remark: "The fans ripped out
The Mets, wanting to clinch
tackle
Haverdick,
Dare
cluding
ence race until the other con- everything, but in the true Met the division title before a home lead a football team," Hallum linebacker Harry Lyles, safety Oakland Athletics, 2-1, the through a large barn at the
TRIPLE CARD
said.
Boston Red Sox scored a 1-0 14- Misty Isles Hills Riding Club
tenders get beat."
in
tradition they missed first crowd in their final New York
Larry 8aldridge and cornerbacBoth
tight
end
Dennis
inning
Crowley
victory over the New Center Brunswick, N.Y. The
There
are
no
other
crucial base."
game of the season, jumped out and
NEW YORK (UPI)- A triple
Ron
ks
Gathright
RuckMike
and
split end John High, who
York Yankees, the Washington animals were slated to compete
It was okay to mention the to a 5-0 lead in the first inning
header boxing card at Madison conference games this second
each caught two scoring tosses, er.
Senators
swept
the De- in the National Horse Show in
Square Garden Oct. 10 will weekend of play. The only other past and laugh at the old Mets,
"We had some bright spots troit
drew praise from their coach
Tigers 8-4 and 7-4 and the New York City next month.
on
three-run
a
homer
by
Donn
contenders
playing
league
opbecause the old Mets go back
feature former lightweight
there
but
is
much
to
done
be
California Angels whipped the
Clendenon and a two-run blast for "good hands and quickness."
champion Teo Cruz of the ponents - Mississippi and Florbefore we'll be ready for Middle
by
Seattle Pilots, 3-1, in other AL
Ed Charles. Clendenon Both are freshman.
ida
are
expected
to
win
with
Dominican
Tennessee,"
ZIMMERMAN RETIRED
Republic
back
Hallum added.
Mike Currier, who scored
against
games.
added the final run with Freshman tailback Bill Cason,
Victor Melendez of New York. comparative ease.
Eagles
The
Middle's
face
Blue
on three of his first four plays
a last minute sub for the injured
In the National League, New
Ole Miss., which knocked off in the 1968 game to give the another homer in the fifth.
The other two bouts will see
Raiders in their Ohio Valley York
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (UPI)
clinched the Eastern
"I am more ecstatic and Louis Rogan, also pleased Halllightweights Antonio Amaya of Memphis State 28-3 last week, then underdog Tigers a surprise
Conference
opener
Saturday
Senior fullback Jeff Zimmerat
urn.
He
picked
up
96
Division
yards
in
title with a 6-0 victory
happy than the- other kids,"
anama and Brazilian Raimon- will be at Kentucky, 5840 loser 21-0 lead.
8 p.m. in BSC Stadium.
over St. Louis, Chicago beat man had his football career at
said Clendenon, who was a 12 carries. Rogan saw only limiMiddle
Tennessee
dropped
Diaz and welterweights to Indiana; and Flprida, which
Its
Simple Scoring
ted
action because of a bruised
Montreal, 6-3, Cincinnati topped Notre Dame come to a sudden
retired player when the first
first game, 26-20, last Saturday
Emuncio Leite of Brazil and upset Houston 59-34 on the passThe first play, Currier caught
hip.
Los Angeles, 7-2, Atlanta nipped end when it was learned
game
of
1969
the
season
was
Ralph Correa of Puerto Rico, ing of sophomore John Reaves, an 11-yard touchdown pass. The
to Pensacola Navy.
Five
defensive
players
were
Houston,
2-1, and San Diego Monday the two-time letterman
is at Mississippi State which next two plays he ran eight and played. "I thought I had
has a malfunctioning kidney.
divorced all of baseball from
barely beat Richmond 17-14.
two yards to give the Tigers
my
life
now
and
I
am
with
a
Weekend Highlights
their second touchdown. The
In other games this weekend: fourth was a 14-yard touchdown winner. Those home runs were
the most important hits of my
Alabama hosts Southern Missis- reception.
sippi, Georgia is at Clemson, "Mike, standing on the side- life."
Louisiana State is at Rice and lines, spotted a gap in the TenGary Gentry, given the early
Vanderbilt hosts Army. Also, nessee defense and called the
lead, shut the Cardinals out on
Miami opens its season Friday touchdown play himself," said
four hits, two of them in the
night as host to Florida State; Auburn offensive coach Gene
ninth inning, but said he never
Georgia Tech, which upset SMU Lorendo. "I told him to go in
was able to calm down.
24-21, will be host to Baylor; and run it."
"Riding High"
and Tulane 35-0 loser to GeorThe Tennessee - Auburn series "I was riding high, especially
gia, hosts West Virginia which has been one of the South's
for the last few innings," said
has swept past Cincinnati and finest over the past decade,
the rookie righthander. "I've
Maryland.
starting with the 1959 game heard that ballplayers like to
Jordan insists that Tennessee, when a 3-0 Vol victory snapped
play behind a guy who works
which was not impressive in a the Tigers' 24 - game unbeaten
fast, a guy like Bob Gibson, so
31-0 victory over little Chatta- string.
that's what I did tonight. I just
nooga, "ranks along with GeorIn a stretch from 1961 through wanted to get out of there with
gia as a top contender for the 1964, Auburn won by scores of
the victory. It didn't matter if
SEC title."
24-21, 22-21, 23-19 and 3-0 and they hit one out or not as long
Tennessee coach Doug Dickey. the '65 game wound up a 13-13
as they didn't put together a
remembering last year's 28 - 14 tie.
big inning."
loss to Auburn and the fact that
PER
Saturday's game will be the
A final tribute came from
Auburn opened last week with southeast's regionally televised Red
Schoendienst, manager of
SHEET
a 57 - 0 victory over Wake headliner. Auburn, ranked No.
the 1967 and 1968 National
Forest, repaid the compliement. 17 in the first UPI ratings, is
League
champion
Cardinals.
lel place
"Naturally, after what hap- regarded a slight favorite over
trophy
"We are dethroned after
pened last year, we have great Tennessee, tied for 25th.
tonight," he said with a wry
respect for Auburn's veteran
Georgia, the South's top-rated smile. "We'd been going along
personnel," Dickey said. "We team at No. 7, meets its first
in great style the last two
must avoid the big defensive SEC foe (13th-ranked Missis2nd place
years, but they nailed us
failures that cost us the ball sippi) Oct. 11 while 10th-ranked
trophy
tonight. The Mets earned this
game
last
year."
Florida doesn't play another championship and so they
3rd place
trophy
One man the Vols are sure to league game until Oct.
25 deserve it. They make the right
watch is Auburn's senior tail- against Vanderbilt.
plays, they get the hits and
they certainly have the pitchWIN A TROPHY AND
ing. Once they got into first
COMPETE AT NFL GAMES
Reg. $6.95
place, they
just kept on
Yes, the best things in life are
winning."
free! Just bring your mom, dad or
The Mets still have to do
legal guardian with you to our
some more winning if they are
dealership and sign up for Punt,
to capture the pennant against
Pass & Kick There's nothing to
the Western Division leader.
buy and you may end up a trophy
But in a year when the first
winner.
Time is running out for Murray Tips Book which contains stories man lands on the moon and the
We are awarding a 1st, 2Nd and
area boys to register in the Punt, and tips by Don Meredity and amazing Mets finish first,
3rd place trophy for each age
group, 18 local trophies in all. You Pass and Kick Competition. This Mike Clark of the Dallas Cow- anything is possible.
compete only against boys your competition, now in its ninth boys and Billy Lothridge of the
own age. And, if you're lucky, you year, is open to boys 8 through Atlanta Falcons, and an intro13 and is absolutely free. They duction by Don Shula, the coach
)• an go on to more advanced
competitions Imagine your par- will be competing for 18 hand- of the Baltimore Colts.
STANLEY BACK TO SCH(x )L
ents watching you compete at some all-metal trophies to be
Reg. $22.50
The local competition is scheNFL games You may even tft- awarded during the local com- duled to be held at the City
QUEBEC
CITY
(UPI)Allan
come a National Finalist and go petitions which are sponsored Park on October 12. Local first
Stanley, after 21 years in the
to the NFL Play-Off game in by Parker Ford.
place winners then go on to National Hockey League, has
Miami, Florida. and tour Cape
Contestants will be competing Zone and then,possibly, District, informed the Philadelphia
Kennedy and the Air Space against boys in their own
age Area, Division and National con- Flyers that he is retiring to
$10.50
Museum.
group in three football skills- tests where they compete for work fulltime at his hockey
When you register you also get punting, passing and kicking. more trophies.
Reg
school in Ontario. The 43-yeara free Tips Book which is loaded Gold trophies will be awarded
Also,
all
District
winners
NHL
go
per ft.
Stanley
old
1,244
played
with stories and tips on punting,
first place winners of each with their parents to Area com- games, a total exceeded oral, 1)!,
passing and kicking by top NFL to the
age group, silver to the second petitions held in NFL team sta- Gordie Howe's 1,548.
stars.
place winners, and bronze to the diums. The 12 National finalists
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
third place winners. There is compete during half-time in the
PR E -HUNG
REGISTRATION ENDS OCT. 10- no body contact and
participating annual NFL Play-Off Game in
does ndt affect a boy's amateur the Orange Bowl in Miwni, Flor- SKIER DIES
standing.
ida. They'andtheirpentsalso
HANOVER,
N.H. (UPI)Registration closes October take an exclusive tour of Cape
10, so all boys 8 through 13 are Kennedy, the history-making site Cory B. Hokans of Sunapee,
urged to go with their mom, of the, Apollo moon shots, and the N.H., a 21-year-old Dartmouth
senior, died Tuesday while
dad or legal guardian to regis- Air Space Museum.
with
the school's
tration headquarters at Parker
Punt, Pass di Kick is a nation- training
Nordic
ski team. liokans
Ford.
wide
program
that
is
sponsored
701 Main Street
Everything is free and each nationally by Ford Dealers and collapsed near the Summit of
ndustrial Road
Telephone 75 3-1616
tx:iy gets a copy of the PP&K the National Football League. Smart's Mountain.
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Western Division Takes Turn
For Atlanta,SF Close Behind
By United Press International

Y.
EAT E

&

Mets Win Pennant After
Seven YearOt Bottom

By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer

Morehead
Faces MTSU
On Saturday

THIS WEEK'S
TOP SEC UK
IS UT-AUBURN

Elko

BOYS 8
THROUGH 13
-SIGN UP
NOW FOR OUR
PUNT, PASS
& KICK
COMPETITION!

:
SP°:
A2e

"FALL SALE"
For The

Homeowner

I

PRE FINISHED LAUN PANELING
MASONITE PECAN
95
PANELING

$3

SUN TAN PORATILO PANELING
DRIFT WOOD PROW PANELING

Punt, Pass And Kick Contest
Set October 10 At City Park

•

$3 49

KNOTTY ELM
ANTIQUE BIRCH
ANTIQUE ELM
Old World Oak

$5 95

• PARKER
FORD

PRIME
MASONITE
SIDING

$11per95,

WHITE
AMMON
GUTTERING

20t

STORM DOORS

NATIONAL LUMBER CO.

PAOEP

PAGE FOUR
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Mundy/. September IS
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at the Court House
at seven p.m.
•••
The
Elm
Grove Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the
home of Mrs. Keys Keel to prepare ditty bags for boys In
Vietnam at two p.a.
•• •
The Magazine Club will meet
at the Holiday inn at 2:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Clyde Downs as hostess.
•••
The Magazine Club will meet
at the Holiday Inn at 2:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Clyde Downs as hosteas.
•••
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., as speaker. Hostesses
are Mesdames James R. AUbritten, a B. Bailey, Jr., Jack
Bailey, Owen Barber, William
Barker, and Max Beale.
•••
Saturday, September V
The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon meet at the
club house at noon. Mrs. Don
Keller will be special guest.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
William Barker, J. L Hosick,
G. B. Scott, P. A. Hart, Leland
Owen, and Miss Cappie Beale.

Miss Sally Evelyn Price Becomes Bride
Of Richard E.Smothermon In Ceremony
At First United Methodist Church

&

TIME

—

THURSDAY — SEPTEMBER 25. 1969

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Mrs. Vernon Nance
epublican Club
For Meet.
Hostess
Meet
Monday
Has
Women's Republican Of The Ruth Class
The

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Club held its first fall meeting
The Ruth Sunday School
Monday, September 15, at the
Class of the First Baptist
Community Center.
Church met in the lovely home
The meeting, which included
Mrs. Vernon C. Nance on
of
callwas
several new members,
Drive on Monday.
Dogwood
ed to order by the president, September 22, at seven-thirty.
Mrs. A. L. Rhodes. The ladies
o'clock in the evening.
discussed plans for the fall
Mrs. Nance was installed as
daughter's wedding an after.
and
which includes a bake sale
president for the coming church
noon ensemble of shell pink
bazaar.
crepe combined with Chantilly
year. Other officers installed
The next meeting will b e
were Mrs. Ralph D. DameikA
lace. The cowl collared shin
p.m.
7:30
at
20
October
held
vice-president; Mrs. G. T. BraIll f
sheath was worq with its corn :
FB
ranNy P
isAco
TRyin
lO
CR
IAKcaiM(ccu
C
en
O
pt:r
R MA
:
ktra
CKlse before the eyes of television.
in the Community Center on
ministry; Mrs. J. se
panian full length sleevelesi
"Confronting one's image on Ellis Drive. All interested wa don, class
lace coat. She wore a headdress
Story. publicity; Mrs. Evon
the television screen produces men will be welcome.
of handrolled organza petals, way for
Kelley, secretary-treasurer.
•• •
the electronic couch in what I call self-awakeness, a
and other accessories of matchGroup captains installed are
psychiatry.
sudden turning on of the self"
ing hue. Her corsage was pink
Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs. Virgil
Dr. Harry A. Wilmer, of the
The monlogue technique grew
roses.
Harris, Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
withdrawn
Mrs. Smothermon, mother t‘f University of California's San out of a hunch that
and Mrs. Jerry Upton.
patients might talk more freely
the groom, wore a beige lace
Mrs. C. D. Vinson, Jr., inThe Calloway County High stalled the officers in a very
dress sculptured in mocha the newest tool that— but it's to a solitary camera than to a
really
therapist.
a
television camera
chapter of the Future Home- impressive ceremony.
brown with harmonizing accesMany Let Go
makers of America held its resories of mocha hue. Pink ros- loaded with videotape.
Refreshments were served
It wasn't a bad hunch. Many gular meeting on Tuesday, SepVideotape
makes possible
es was her corsage.
by the hostesses, Mrs. Nance,
The bride's maternal grand- instant replay of sporting and let go as if they were releasing tember 16, at seven-thirty o'- Mrs. Robertson, and Mrs. Chad
m.ther, Mrs. Hazel Batchelor other events on home televi- a torrent of repressed thought. clock in the evening in the Stewart.
However, during a monologue cafeteria of the school.
of Dade City, Fla., was attired sion,
Others present, not previousCameras aren't hidden. Pa- one hippie was practically
Vicky Collins, Sharon Und- ly mentioned, were Mrs. Clayin an aqua dress with matching
accessories. Her corsage was a tients are told they're on mute, mugging and waving erwood, Cathy Lovett, Ann Ma- borne E. Jones, class teacher,
camera. There's nothing sneaky hands, touching face and body. this, and Wanda Garrett gave Mrs. Kenneth Adams. and Mrs.
'gardenia.
The groom's maternal grand- about it. During replay they see
Dr. Wilmer interpreted this the devotion. A skit was led by Howard Giles.
mother, Mrs. Huie Suiter of an uncontaminated
view of performance as that of a Wilma Smith on parliamentary
Murray, was dressed in navy themselves.
"forlorn child, bewildered and procedure.
new
members
and white with matching aclost." He described it as a Forty-three
Self-Confrontation
guests were Ellen Watson and
cessories. She wore a gardeni4
The technique is called self- mimicry of a child whose were present to join the FHA Rita
Chaney, former FHA memchapter.
corsage.
mother has left him.
confrontation.
bers,
who spoke about their trip
Reception
Hippies from Haight Ashbury
One girl brought a pillow and Guest speaker was Wayne to the state meeting
held at
Following the ceremony a re- first meet the electronic couch
mask as props and acted out Betts who gave some pointers Bowling Green.
. epti n was held in the church t the California Department
on
selling
magazines.
Other
of a love scene. Another, hallucinal hall.
Mental Hygiene's Langley Por- ating, used her monologue to
•••
Those asissting with the sera- ter Neuropsychiatric
Institute, imitate the accusing voices
ing were Mrs. Ben Ashm ire of
e blocks from their pads.
spoke to her.
Maths milk, Mrs. Robert KerDiscussing the technique, Dr.
During one experiment, the
sey of Paducah, and Mrs. Max- ilmer
told Roche Medical electronic couch was used to
on Price of Barlow, all aunts of
image and Commentary, a show faces. a hippie reveals to
the bride.
ublication for doctors:
therapist, detective, journalist
The guest register was kept
Mrs. Richard E. Smothermon
"When they come to us they and criminal lawyer.
by Miss Pam Smothermon of
e often withdrawn and naahle_
With psychiatrist patient was
Miss Sally Evelyn Price, silhouette was elgantly accent- Frankfort, sister of the groom. o relate verbally to others. Our relaxed and responsive; with
at
For her wedding trip t h e
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Or- ed with # panel of the lace betreatment philosophy is to allow detective,
narrow-eyed
and
bride
wore
a
navy
knit
dress
Murray,
ginning
Price
became
was
of
man
at the empire bodice
The Shain faniily reunion
them to do their on thing suspicious
and
flip;
with
held Sunday at the big pavilion the bride of Richard E. Smoth- and terminating at the hemline. trimmed in beige lace and najournalist,
lecturer;
a
pontifical
vy
accessories.
At her shouldin the Murray City Park on ermon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eu- The gossomer chapel length
with
lawyer, a stiff-lipped
Telephone 153-7575
Dixieland Center
gene Smothermon of Frankfort, train flowed gracefully from er was pinned a gardenia cor- Lois Smothermon.
Sunday, September 21.
answerer of questions.
sage.
served
in
was
lace
an
impressive
lunch
basket
double
cutwork
ring
4
Kalmar:al Dinnor
with the border
After a wedding trip to Getat noon with grace being said ceremony at four o'clock in the of lace on the train picking up
The groom's parents, Mr. and
afternoon on Saturday, Septem- the pattern used for her gown. linburg, Tenn., and the Great Mrs. k ugene Smathermon, en- by Harper Young.
Why the enzyme push in
Smoky
Mountains, Mr. and Mrs. tertained°tha, bridal party and
The reunion is usually held ber 6, at the First United MeHer tiered and bouffant veil
annually in El Dorado, Ill., and thoclisf Church.
of silk illusion flowed elbow Smothermon are now at home out of town relatives with a laundry products? Laundry
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., length and was caught to a at 1105 College Courts, Mur- dinner at the Southside Restau- experts say enzymes provide a
this was the first time it has
minister of the church, per- Coronet fashioned entirely of ray.
been held in Murray.
rant in Murray following the new way of breaking down
certain soils and stains into
formed the marriage ceremony silk leaves and petals interrehearsal.
In addition to those attendAttending from Murray were before an assembly of relatives opersed with simulated valley
The tables were decorated simpler forms so that they can
WEEKLY SPECIALS FOR FALL SEMESTER
CaMrs. Nora Parker, Mr. and Mrs. and friends.
lily stems. She carried a Col- ing from Murray were Miss
with arrangements of ivy and be more easily removed by the
Miss
Ill.;
Mattoon,
Morgan,
thy
„bfrs.
NaOfus Outland, Mr. and
Monday . .
onial bouquet of pink and white
roses flanked by silver candle other detergent ingredients and
A program of nuptial music roses interspersed
Janet French, Paris, Tenn;
poleon Parker, Mr. and Mrs
the washing action.
with stepholders.
Nashville,
Thomas,
Michael
by
Mrs.
presented
Bessie
was
Mrs.
* * *
. E. D. Winchester and daughter,
hanotis completed with streamGifts were presented by the
Tuesday
Tenn.; Anna Lee Smith, May- groom-elect to his attendants.
1 Joyce, Mrs. June Banks and O'Neal, organist, and Roberf E. ers tied in love knots.
pewter needs only a
Modern
Wllcutt
Christine
son, Halton, Canton Parker, Mr. Kersey, vomited, uncle of the
Miss Ginny Ashmore of Mad- field; Mrs.
Bridosmaids' Lunchoon
gentle cleansing with soap or
. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester bride. Mr. Kersey sang "Whi- isonville, cousin of the bride, and Beverly Zoe, Central City;
Mrs. Maxon Price of Barlow detergent suds, a good rinsing
Wednesday .
Clarksville,
Rollins,
Barry
Singer,
Mrs.
by
Goest"
ther
Thou
. and boys, Mr. and Mrs. Hal
served as maid of honor. The
and Mrs. Ben Ashmore of Mad- and a soft rubbing with an old
McConala,
Jane
Miss
Tenn.;
"Wedding
by
Dunlap,
Prayer"
: Winchester and daughters, Mr
_
bridesmaids were Misses Deo
isonville, aunts of the bride, cloth. No special metal polish is
Thursday . . .
and Mrs. Robert McKinney and "I Love Thee" by Grieg, and Mathis of Bardwell and Sally Cadiz; Mr. and Mrs. Warren were hostesses for the brides- needed. Very old pewter is
Porter,
. children, Mr. and Mrs. Frank "I Love You Truly" by Bond. Holt of Arlington, sorority sis- Holt, Arlington; Bob
Bridgeport, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. maids luncheon held in the Red sometimes attacked by a
Candelabra of burning tap- ters.
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
R30771 of the Holiday Inn on "sickness:' that spots it. This can
Friday . . Delivery Special
white
vases
and
of
altar
ers
s Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
The attendants were identi- William Brown, Russellville; Friday, September 5, at twelve- be stopped by soaking
the pieces
pink
gladioli
mums
and
accent1 Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Don Smith
cally attired in formal gowns Danny Clayton, Fulton; John thirty o'clock in the afternoon in
a strong solution of lye for 15
and daughters, Mr. and Mrs. ed each side of the altar. The of geranium pink silk georgette Barnhart, Lexington; Mrs. HaEvery Friday and Saturday Night - 6:30-11:3e
The bride-elect was present- minutes. Remove with tongs and
white
marked
pews
with
were
son.
Mr. and
'• Hoyt Wyatt and
The slightly scooped neckline zel Batchelor, Dade City, Fla.; ed with a wedding gift of a
scrub
with
a
stiff
brush
and
The
candles
bows.
satin
were
Mrs. Bill Winchester and daughfeatured an empire hadice ac- Robert Price, Tequesta, Fla.; silver plaque of her wedding
ter, and Mr. and Mrs. Dale Out. lighted by the groomsmen cented with a bias satin band of Dean Gauch, Westmanchester, invitation. She presented gifts thick suds, says the Cleanliness
Bureau, a trade information
Dean Gauch and Ricky Ragan. matching
land.
gefanium. The skirts Ohio; Randall Roper, Fulton; to her attendants.
Featuring The Frank Pastille Trio
center.
Repeat this treatment if
Bride's Dross
were softly slim over which Miss Deb Mathis, Bardwell; Miss
A three course luncheon was
1302 Chestnut Street - Dixieland Shopping Center
necessary. Then restore the shine
The lovely young bride, given was poised simulated
Out of town guests were Mr.
corona- Sally Holt, Arlington; Miss Tre- served at the table decorated
by rubbing repeatedly with soft
FREE DELIVERY - 115p 753-11150
and Mrs. Kenneth Parker and in marriage by her father, tion coats with long
billowing ys Everley, Rockport; Mrs. Bev- with a lovely arrangement of
son, Mayfield; Harper Young, chose for her wedding a for- sleeves caught at the
cloths.
cuffs erly Cako and Tina, Farming pink asters.
Mrs. Claude Johnson, and Mr. mal gown of white silk organ- with bands of matching
pink. ton.
and Mrs. Claude Sturgill and za over bridal peau de sole. The flow of the coats
suggestAttending from Barlow were
daughter and family, all of Al- Fashioned with a sculptered ed a slight court train
which
Mrs. Mary Berry, Mrs. Mary
ton, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Harold tulip neckline which was en- moved elegantly as
the attendLou Chandler, Miss Kermon
Nance of Mount Vernon, Ill.; hanced with re-embroidered Al- ants preceded the bride
to the Smith,
Mrs. Cleo Parsons, Mrs.
Mrs. Kenneth DeVillez of Kut- encon lace motifs, the gown fea- altar.
taws; Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Clay- tured long full bishop sleeves
The headdress was a Dior Martha Parsons, Mr. and Mrs.
ton and family, Buchanan, which were also adorned with bow of matching satin to which Maxon Price and Tommy, Dr.
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. James Par- the repeated lace pattern app- was attached snood veils of silk and Mrs. H. G. Sargerit, Mr. and
ker, Henderson, Tenn.; Mr. and lique motifs. Deep camelot cuffs illusion. They carried one long Mrs. Waldo Page, Mrs. Larry
Mrs. W. A. Parker and Herbert were the focal point of her stem pink rose accented with Alexander and Kim, Mr. and
gown. The demifitted A-line covered leaves and stems of Mrs. Robert Fiasco, Mr. and Mts.
Bramlet, St. Louis, Mo.
dive green velvet and stream- Earl Evans, Mr. and Mrs. John
Middleton, Rev. and Mrs. Fred
ers tied in love knots.
The bride's niece, Miss Pen- French and Judy, Ellen, Beth,
ny Price, was the flower girl. and Steve, Richard Price, and
She wore a floor length gown Mr. and Mrs. John Brooks.
of pale pink embroidered orThose from Paducah were Mr.
germ. Her hairpiece was deand
Mrs. Herdy Miller, Mr. and
licately fashioned from sweetheart roses She carried a small Mrs. Robert Kersey, Bob, Bru-e,
colonial bouquet identical to and Karen, and Mrs. E. B. Cunningham. From Frankfort were
the bride's.
Mr. Smothermon chose Mark Mr. and Mrs. Eugene SmotherHolt of Frankfort, a fraternity mon, Pam, Sharon, and Lori,
brother, to serve as best man Ricky Ragan, and Mark Holt.
Attending from Madisonville
Groomsmen and ushers were
Dean Gauch of West Manches- were Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ashter, Ohio, Ricky Ragan of more and Giany, Mrs. Elva
Frankfort, Steve Etherton of Woodruff, Mr. and Mrs. John
Murray, and Randall Roper of Duggar, Larry Danny, Linda,
and Laura. From Hazel were
Fulton.
8-Year prorated -picture tube warranty (2
Mrs. Koska Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Mothers' Attire
full years plus 6 year pro-rate).
Mrs. Price chose for h e r Dewey Smothermon, and Mrs

A

Self-Confrontation With TV Camera Is
New Technique For Psychiatric Patients
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Calloway FHA Has
Regular Meeting

DE
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and let
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GUITAR LESSONS

Shamn Family Has
Reunion Sunday At
Murray City Park

'2.00 Per Lesson - Sign Up Now!

bride&
haven

V$17 e
should
Arlene

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Nal
doesn't
we ins
should
husban
to be a
advise.

GENO'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT
and STEAK HOUSE

1

Cheese Pizza, Reg. '1.50

'1.25

Sirloin Strip Steak

'1.49

0) •

All the Spaghetti you can eat _ '1.00

Ground Sirloin Steak, Reg.'1.39 99'

1

5 Hamburgers

11.00

"LIVE MUSIC"

COLOR TELEVISIONS

SHOP TODAY. BRING LIVING COSTS BACK TO EARTH.

SHOP and COMPARE

Murray Sewing Center is offering big price reductions on
sewing machines and fabrics. Special assortment of antique satin drapery material is now selling for only 38
cents per yard. New Singer zig zag sewing machine complete in portable case only '88.00. Your Singer dealer has
upholstery material for the unbelieveable price of '1.00
per yard. One-half the usual low price. They have kettle
cloth in new fall patterns only 88" per yard. Beautiful

1970 Model Televisions On Display
at 1969 Model Prices
COMPARE WARRANTIES

COMPARE SERVICE
We believe Curtis Mathes builds the finest
quality Color TVs on the market. Because
of this, we give, at no extra cost, 18 months
free home service . . not just one year.

Murray State Students
For Those Special

COLOR TV

at
Prices
Start $24995

For Fast, Honest and Reliable
Repair Service, call

T.V.

Service Center

312 No. 4th Street

Buy Corsages and
Cut Flowers
hat Have A Mark of Distinction"
— MEMBER OF F.T.D. —

Phone 753-5165

SHIRLEY FLORIST
'We Truly Appreciate Your Business'
/

Call 753-3251

502 N. 4th Street

DACRON POLYESTER KNITS
$388

0)

60 colors to choose from. Many weaves and blends. These values
and more are waiting for you at

Murray Sewing Center SINGER
•

A Trademark of THE SINGER
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Alpert spec
HOLLY
Nipert wil

CROSS
ACROS'
lumo
4-Contests
9-Placs
12-Time eons
13.Gri up
14-14en's ram
17-Tried
19-Fats•hood
20- Forgive
21-Itridp ter.
t2I-Preposdior
24-Mosedows
27-Pronoun
211-Fish limb
29-Pattern
30-Pert of "to
31-Clecay
32-Ethiopian
33-1/ confiners
(*ter )
34-Rascal
36-Permit
37-Obscure
3$-Wife of
Geraint
40-Ptanet
41 -Renovate
43-Male sheet
44-Spanrsh
presto
46 Tiller of
the soil
see. on debt
90-Wander
St Guido's
Poe note
113 Comporsto,
',dory
34 Fenner
Russion IL/
114- F outvote

YD

YOUR SINGER SEWING MACHINE DEALER IN MURRAY
Open Monday through Friday 8:00 a m. 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 8.00 a.
5-00 p.m
Located at 13th and Main Streets

SO

COWIN
Arnwod con
2I/Mum
3 Urni of
currency
COMPANY
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1 Nance
Meet
'h Class
iday SchoJ1
irst Baptist
lovely home
1. Nance on
on Monday,
seven-thirty
installed as
>ming church
era installed
D. Damek
G. T. Brai
?: Mrs. J. R.
Mrs. Evon

ACME BOOTS
Men's Sizes
61 to 12

Asst.

Styles

His story
• sounds 'fishy'!
By Abigail Van Buren

WHOLESALE PRICES

7easurer.

DEAR ABBY: My daughter married a 30-year-old
mama's, boy who is in love with tropical fish. He has 13
tanks of them. He's got a fortune sunk in those fish. Just to
give you an idea, he paid 914 for one little fish.
Well, after four months of marriage my daughter got
pregnant against his wishes so he got mad and went home
to his mama. He says they can't afford a baby yet. [FISH
he can afford.]
He left the fish tanks in her apartment, and even
though she hates the fish she had to feed them and
clean the tanks. The fish-lover came by once in a while to
see the fish. My daughter cried her eyes out and lost
the baby, so now her husband decided they should kiss and
make up and start all over again.
She took him back, and so far all is calm, but I know
this isn't going to last. The priest says she can get an
annulment on the grounds that this man is a boy. How can
I convince her she ought to forget him once and for all?
HER MOTHER

installed are
Mrs. Virgil
obertson, Jr.,
iton.
son, Jr., ins in a very
were served
Mrs. Nance,
id Mrs. Chad
not previousMrs. Clay
lass teacher,
ins, and Mrs.

Watson and
em FHA memiout their trip
ling held at

DEAR ABBY: My sister's daughter, Arlene, is being
married soon, and the whole family is all excited about
the coming wedding, which will be a large, formal church
affair.
Arlene has asked all the girl cousins near her age to be
bridesmaids-except my daughter, Nancy. Arlene and Nancy
have never been close friends due to jealousy on both sides.
Mid- although my sister and her husband have always been
very close to me and my husband, I just don't feel that I
should put my sister on the spot by "begging" her to ask
Arlene to include Nancy.
Naturally my daughter is deeply hurt, and now she
doesn't even want to go to the wedding with us. Should
we insist that she go and pretend she doesn't care? Or .
should we let her stay away? Now I don't know if my
husband and I should go to the wedding either. It is certain
to be a very unhappy day for my immediate family. Please
advise.
BEWILDERED

-7575

IANT

DEAR BEWILDERED: Don't insist that your daughter
attend the wedding if she prefers to stay away. [Perhaps
the week-end of the wedding she could take a little trip out
of town to cheer her up.] If you and your husband want to
go, by all means, go. But don't stay away in order to
test" the slighting of your daughter. And by tbcotay. I think
you used excellent judgment in refraining from putting
your sister on the spot.

TER

'1.25

'1.49

'1.00

DEAR ABBY: I am 16 and have a question I hope
you won't think is too dumb to answer
When a girl [me] goes riding with a boy [he is not
a "steady"-he is just someone I like a real lot' how close
should I sit to him?
I feel so foolish pressing against the door like I am
afraid of him. All we do really while he is driving is talk.
JUDY

)99'

'1.00
:31

DEAR JUDY: Sit close enough to talk-but not close
enough to be talked about.

nter

1ER COMPAN

CONFIDENTIAL TO LUCY [AND TO ALL THE
OTHERS WHO WROTE TO TELL ME THAT CATS DO
CARRY RINGWORM]: Yes, I know, but the writer condemning cats stated that ALL cats carry ringworm and
transmit it promptly to babies. Any animal [or personi
afflicted with a contageous disease "carries" and transmits
It. of course.

vision special for the coming sea' Alpert special
Oct. 29 titled "The Brass An
son
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Herb
Coming."
Alpert will make another tele-

3 CROSSWORD PUZZLE
4

ACROSS

4-Opening in

isnot
1 -Small lump
4-Contests
9-Place
12-Time gone by
13-Giet up
14-Man's name
15-Tell
17 Tried
19-Falsehood
20-Forgive
21 -Bridge term
k3-Preposition
24.1ideodows
27-Pronoun
211.Fish timb
29.Pattem
30•Part of "to be"
31 Decay
32.Ethlopaan Nth
33.A continent
(abbr )
34-Rascal
36-Permit .•
37-Obscure
311-Wile of
Garment
39-Evil
40-Planet
41,Renovate
43-Male sheep
44 Spanish
priests
46 Tiller of
the soil
49 Be in debt
SO Wander
32 Guides
hie note
53 Compere.,"
ending
1.4 Former
, rulers
RvatAl.

SS IF Kevin,
0001t4
1 Armed cormwl
2 Mature
1 of
U
3,

5-Exist
6-Note of scale
7.-Chemical
compound
8-Appear
9,Stroked
10-Employ
11 Youngster
16-Goal
18-Storage bins
20 king Arthur's
lance
21 Portion
22-Citrus fruit
23-Sult
25 Non. gods
26 Shuts
fbIlilY
219 Enemy
29 Small rug
31-More impolite

NO FEDERAL EXCISE TAX
WILL BE ADDED TO THESE PRICES
SIZE

7.75 x
8.25 x
8.55 x
5.60 x
8.15 x
8.45 x
9.00 x

PRICE

14
14
14
15
15
15
15

519.92
20.70
22.07
17.76
?"-/0.51
21.76
23.38

-3

11

MMIll

o••••w••
ei111111110111:iiiiii11111•1111111iii
WINN 0111i111111§§i111111
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ENii;i; WINN
Dietz by liaised

nature

yndlosta. or.2§

LOGGER

-6

-6

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

Reg. 42.57

SALE PRICE

Reg. 44.17

SALE PRICE

Reg. 48.37

SALE PRICE

Reg. 54.97

--- -7 SALE PRICE

Reg. 45.57

SALE PRICE

Reg. 51.97

SALE PRICE

Reg. 57.97

SALE PRICE

Reg. 66.47

SALE PRICE

Reg. 12.97

SALE PRICE

Reg. 8.57

SALE PRICE

Reg. 1017

SALE PRICE

Mechanical

$19.27
24.47
24.47
29.27
34.17
37.47
38.77
47.17
36.67
41.67
46.37
53.17
10.47
6.87
8.77

SHOT

$58,8

SHOT

$157

• Water Resistant
• Double Sole
• Steel Shank
• Heavy Duty Heel

• Black • White
• High & Low Top

BASKETBALL
SHOES

RELOADERS
MEC 650 AUTOMATIC
Reg.'129.95

5-Lb. Bags - 2 - 4 - 5

EMPTY BRASS
Remington Primed - 12 Gauge Target

$547

SHOT SHELL

-PRIMERS
•
•

CEDAR
CREST

Reg. 36.97

Sale Price $837

innamor
manourimum
11111111111K:1:111111WKO

AND ROAD HAZARDS

SALE PRICE

LEE HAND LOADERS
Reg. '9.37

Aelllt

WORKMANSHIP

Reg. 29.97

1111111111111g111111111111111
IMMO=IMM,

MATERIAL,

SALE PRICE

11111111M111111111111111:K:111111111
•••••

DEFECTIVE

Reg. 29.97

r-IUM9 MU00 04N
7.1N00 REMO 00M
000000 00 BOU
0000 MODOrJ
nnunonm R3
OORMA OM MDR
OU ORM 000 OU
000 7,100 000110
AO ME4119MPEI1
WW1MO OMPP
000 0C4 WUrinrrl
0MN MMMO LVOM
ova unciu
44-11ererstion
rootstock
45-Reverence
46-Distant
47-Man's name
44 Tattered
cloth
51 Sun god

AGAINST

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

K-1.5 Reg. 23.97
K-2.5
K
K-4
K
_
li-8
K-10
K-I 2
V-4.5
V-7
V-9
V-12
V-22
L-4
C

Sues
6 to 13

FULLY GUARANTEED

UNCLE JEFF'S

Answer to Yesterdey's Puzzle

32 Commumet
35 Steel beam
36-Ordinance
37 Obstructed
39 Defeats
40 Deface
42 Birds home
43 Seems

• Fully Insulated
• Oil Resistant Sole
• Lightweight

-SIZES TO FIT COMPACT TO CADILLAC -

Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 89700, Los Angeles. Cal. 90069, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abby. Box 10700, Los Angeles, Cal. 9006S.

BOOTS

4 PLY NYLON TUBELESS WHITE WALL

DEAR MOTHER: You can't. Water seeks its own leveleven in a fish tank, so keep your oars out of their water
and let your daughter sink or swim.

'ow!

13)

ON PREMIUM TIRES
WRAP AROUND TREAD

Winchester - Remington
Olean - CCI

$12.00

per 100

EMPTY BRASS
Remington Primed - 20 Gauge
Skeet Plastic

$547

per

100

12 GAUGE SURE SHOT PRIMED

PLASTIC BRASS
5,147 per 100

10% OFF

GUNS

BOYS' and GIRLS' SCHOOL SHOES
Sizes 81/2 to 3 and 31
/
2 too

Better Hurry!
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Land
Transfers

to Bobby J. Smith and Peggy First aid kits
J. Smith; lot in Town 'N Conn- ordered for cars
try View Estates on Highway
West
(UPI)-All
BONN
94.
German automobiles must be
Jerry McConnell and Sandra
ing a 'cameo role,' which I'm
Clyde S. Johnson to Pauline
equipped with a first aid kit
By ARMY ARCHEID
not," said Tony. "But the role E. Johnson; lot on South 7th McConnell to Ben C. Grogan beginning Jan. 1, 1970,according
Cr ittral Press Association
and Orpha G. Grogan; nine
is something new in My career
Correspondent
Street,
to a regulation published by the
on U.S. Highway 641.
This man is a bit of a madman,
HOLLYWOOD -Tony Curtis
Hazel Lumber Company, Inc , acres
Ministry of Transportation.
Maurine Jones Hopson to Dr.
a rebel, even in the Army uni- to Noah G. Paschall and Eddis celebrating his golden anniAn earlier ministerial directive
J. Lacy Hopson; lots in Center
form which he's worn for 25 lens Paschall; lot in Hazel.
's nor
versary in pictu
requires all applicants for a
15.
s
Cabin
Site
was
Ridge
Subdivision
years-ever
since
he
that old, of cou
136nnietoDixon to Dr. J. L.
driver's license to pass a course
and property on Highway 94.
"He's had four wives, won the Hopson; lot in
n the
film. And after ,
Thoroughbred
in
first aid to traffic accident
clusters,
with
two
Silver
Star
Rayburn a Charlton and Ord
business he's now adopted a
Terrace Subdivision.
v tims.
shrapnel in too many parts of
Charlton
of
Mae
philosophy about his,status (as
Ypsilanti,
Affidevitt of descent of Dane
his body and the all-time Army
a star, natch), which says, "So
Ross, deceased, to Louise Ross, Mich., to James E. Sullivan and
record for courts martial aclong as the character you play
Gilbert Ross, Henrietta Curry, Jerelene A. Sullivan; about
quittals. He's irritated by the
on the screen means something
thirty acres in Calloway CounA first
'new breed' of Army personnel Thomas Ross, and Dane Rosa, ty.
to audiences, you are in small
Jr.
and officers who burst straight
danger of seeing your appeal as
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI)Bethel Richardson and Sina
from the Academy and who are
a motion picture attraction sink
Hollie A. Alderdice and Lu- Richardson to Dr. J. Lacy Hop- Transylvania College, established
'book
soldiers'."
like a setting sun." (He carecy E. Alderdice to Wayne Ed- son; option to purchase proper in 1788, was the first institution
Although the Army won't be
fully avoided saying "falling
ward Hughes; lot in Panorama ty in one year.
of higher learning west of the
happy with some parts of the
star").
Shores
Subdivision.
Walter Glenn Hill and Geor- Allegheny Mountains. It is now
•
•
film, forewarned director Hy
•
William G. Ellison to Ray gia Ann Hill to Jerry P. Osborn a university.
Averback, they should be
TONY'S feelings on the sue
Hall, Jr., both of Crawford, Mo.; and L. Wanda Osborn; one acre
shows
it
fact
with
the
pleased
known
well
become
ject have
the efforts of Army men who two lots in Pine Bluff Shores c.n Old Cmcord and Boydsville
within the small confines of the
shall and Olivia Barnett Mar.
Road.
resist the bigotry and lack of Subdivision.
film colony. It would be expectNaomi Hughey to James W. Castle E. Parker and Pauline shall; lot in Keeneland Subcommunication with regu 1 a r
ed, for example, that he'd be
Army men by small town cit- Hughey, both of New Madrid, Parker to Dan Thomas Mar- division,
flooded with scripts. But he
Mo.; lot in Center Ridge Lake
izens.
says there is little of that mass
• s •
Properties.
delivery of effort by writers,
IT'S NOT only a change of
Jesse Ray Marine and Georproducers and directors to him.
role for Curtis--but a new look. gia E. Marine of Plainwell,
"Once there was a general
"For a time," he admits, "I was Mich., to 0. B. Hart and
feeling of 'What the hell- suba loud advocate of long hair Blanche M. Hart of Normal,
mit it to Curtis, we just might
and sideburns and colorful III.; lot in Lakeway Shores.
get to him'. No more. I am ofA new Tony Curtis? He now
fered only scripts with inter- rebels against the plush society clothes.
Mazie Boyer to John V. Ku"I still like off-beat clothes, ter and Jean S. Easter of Louesting characters. That's what
he once yeamea.
but now the hair is short---of
I'm looking for--men to play
isville; property on Highway
who can interest audiences. The osophically, "fellow actors nom- course I had to trim it for the 280.
'Boston Strangler' was such a inate for acting Oscars. "I film. But I said something with
Jack D. Wilson and Wilma
man. I had a hunch that would thought the role had great mer- my long hair, a pronouncement Wilson to Leon A. Ross and
Now,
independence,
I
guess.
of
actor."
an
actors
evidently
it but other
click big for me as
Frocie Mae Ross; two lots in
•
•
•
didn't see eye-to-eye. If I was I don't need to 'keep repeating
McElrath Heights Addition on
it.
,
Douglas, overlooked, I'm hardly the first
TONY, unlike Kirk ra
Tony claims to be a happy, North 12th Street.
. portrayer of a poignant charac's not upset biause
claims
Clifton T. Campbell and
well-adjusted actor these days.
he didn't receive an Oscar nom- ter to be passed by."
S • •
On the "Dubious Patriots" lo- Clots L. Campbell to Robert W.
ination for the "Strangler."
IN THIS 50th film, Tony is cation in Turkey, his next film Rodgers and Pamela J. Rodgers;
(Douglas hoped for one for his
"Brotherhood" effort). He was also experimenting with his site, Tony says he and his wife lot on South 13th Street.
Lovie Finney to Thomas
once given the nomination nod billing in both screen credit and will live as though on safari.
by his peers for -rhe Defiant advertising for the first time. "We'll camp out a lot,- he Whennen and Gertrude WhennInstead of.41eading the list of threatens. -We'll buy only what en of Chicago, Ill.; lot on HighDnes" in 1958. He didn't win.
The other nominees were: his players, the credits in "Suppose clothes we need. One suitcase way 121.
co-star Sidney Pottier, Paul They Gave a War and Nobody will be enough for what we
Herman K. Ellis and JosephNewman in "Cat on a Hot Tin Came" will read: "Starring start out with from Hollywood." ine Harmon Ellis to Dan K.
Big, bold beauty on a
This doesn't sound like the
Roof." Spencer Tracy in "The Brian Keith, Ernest Borgnine,
vast 122 inch wheelPaylor, Zane A. Taylor, Dwain
base. Air conditioned. Luxury throughout its
-.Old. Man and the Sea" and Suzanne Pleshette, Tom Ewell, same .Tony Curtis whose ambi- Taylor, and Mary R. Taylor;
tIon had always been to live in
solid, silent unitized body and frame. Buoyant
§,aka_
Ta Bradford Dillman, Ivan Dixon,
_sroperty on Highway 641.
coil spring seats, wall-to-wall carpet.
• hies." Pretty fancy cenninny for Arthur O'Connell;'Don Ameche -The lap of luxury
E.
Wayne
Johnson
to
Beauton
Our posh "all-car" standout, Curtis. (Niven won, by the AND starring Tony Curtis as He achieved that luxury. Now, Johnson; one acre on Wadespriced with the "low-priced 3."
he's also seeking happiness 'Shannon'."
way).
boro Road.
"Most people ask 1.;*I'm play- out of one suitcase!
"After all." Tony said philRonald E. Gerfin, Hilda F.
Gerfin, Clysta M. Everett, and
Charles Everett to Ronald E.
MADRID (UPI)--There were First astronomers' meeting
Filipino emigration
Gerfin and Hilda F. Gerfin of
Takeover this rugged, roomy in77,494 auto accidents in Spain
Ann Arbor, Mich.; four lots in
termediate.we sell at a compact car
MEXICO CITY (UPI)-The
MANILA
(UPI)
-Two
out
of
in 1968,according to the Spanish
Kentucky
Lake
Development
space and comfort for turnpike
First-class
price.
world's first conference of five Filipinos who study abroad
Traffic Center.
-_-travel. 145 hp six on up to optional
astronomers was held in the year eventually become immigrants Corp.
390 CID V-8. Lots more
Fred C. Wilhite and Joyce
503 A.D. by Mayan Indian to foreign countries, according
car for. lots less
Wilhite
to
Bill
Ed
Hendon,
savants at Copan,on the Yucatan to a research paper published
money
MARK EVERY GRAVE Peninsula, according to Mexican here. The study, conducted by Darrell Mathis, C. M. Mathis,
and Bobby Spiceland, trustees
historians.
Ateneo University of Manila, of New Providence Church of
Sixteen Mayan astronomers covered school years lupin 1948
Christ; property in Calloway
attended tire, plaice:fence, which to 1963.
County.
was recordesl
pone tearvings
'*
*
Thelma Marine Potts, George
on an altar. The illloriorti, for
M. Marine, and Addle Marine
whom astronomy had important Crane toll
to H. Crawford Hanley; 2.149
religious and agricultural signifiSAN ANGELO, Tex.(UPI)_ acres in Calloway County.
Since 1155
cance, knew more about the stars Hunters killed an estimated
Jackie Burkeen and Shirley
than the Europeans of their time. 1,339 sandhill cranes in Texas
Burkeen to Ronald E. Hendon
*
during the 1968-69 season, Drid Wanda Hendon; lot in
according to the state Parks and Wildwood Commercial SubdivBUILDERS OP FINE
The first manmade satelite. Wildlife Ihtpartment. The state's ision.
MEMORIALS
Sputnik 1, was launched Oct 4 sandhi!l crane population is estiEdison Kimbro to John W.
Pewter White - Manager
mated at 280,000.
1957, by the Soviet Union.
Kimbro and Minnie Florence
111 Maple St.
753-2512
Kimbro of Pontiac, Mich.; property in Calloway County.
Gerald Tabers to Shirley Tabers to Hugh P. Kelso and Dorothy F. Kelso; lot on Sunny
Lane.
- James M. Brown to Murray
Enterprises, Inc.; lot on South
12th Street,
sports-star that
Mustang and Camaro.
Our
zaps
Derwood Edwards, Opal EdSprints 0 to 60 in 6.5 seconds with optional 390
wards, Charles Ralph Edwards,
cube V-8. That Javelin look, too, with new opMargaret Deiores Edwards, Don
tional rally stripe, standard high-back buckets.
D. Dycus, and Dorthy Nell Dyand power blister hood.
cus to Loranza L. Yearry and
Mable H. Yearry; two acres on
U.S. Highway 641.
Ruth Pickard, Dollie Mae
Ford, and Palmer Butterworth
to Ronnie L. Pea and Kay F
Pea; lot in Town 'N Country
View Estates on Highway 94.
John Lewis Salmon and Sarah Salmon to Jerry W. McConnell and Sandra R. McConnell;
FIVE POINTS
PH 753-6448
1 -it on South 6th Street.
Ruth Pickard, Dollie Mae
Ford, and Palmer Butterworth

Curtis' Golden Anniversary-Film No. 50
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PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES

A complete line. America's quality-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms Capacities: 3,600
to 36,000 pounds

%))

0
Iwo.. ran..
••••••0••••

Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901 /479 25 1 7

ROAD BUILDERS

HINTS
FOOD DOL
much yoil
plan accord
menus and
the four fo
which food
group give
for money
market list
(5) Watch
newspaper
food value
"specials".
bargain if
(7) Buy by
the "50 cei
the label tc

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 East Calhoun 51 -M•enphos, Tennessee
Kiihsvoy 51. Sos,th-t)(1.Q11 City, Tennessee
p
Kghwoy 41. Souris - Connth, M

****************),
CAIN & TREAS
doesn't field any
bench warmers.
Just All-Americans.

Ckaal

#
.00 Needs
• ::30 Irom
:o• irons
/
.30 Ironsl
▪
041 feral
O
,30 Draw

;If

,.000..n
30 Dean

7

AMBASSADOR

Our little rich car
T that seats five in style.
Swarms of options like Carnaby
plaid upholstery, 210 hp V-8, power

HORNE

FRI

steel-in. vinyl roof, tinted glass.
Have a Hornet at a price that takes
the sting out of buying a new car.

5
e
I
€1

REBEL

Murray Marble
Works

9

18 Hollw
Pen4
10 -30
.00 Jews
1 I :30 Eye

FRI

1)
-716T-irm,

)
4
00 The.
.30Th, I
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:40 Soot
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C
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:30 110
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30 Hyatt

FR

6 °?0",7.1
7 To)'4,r,
8 to"pri,

y AMX-citing power

Am
A and performanceat our AMX-tra low price.
Outsports competition with
390 cubes (optional dual
pipes. 4-on-the-floor, Hurst
shifter, belted boots, power
blister hood for ram-air induction, mag-st:ded wheels.

x-9 p.m., Cl
BOB LUM)
GRAND OLE
x-9:30 p.m.
DEL REEN
carnival!

9:30 The
Tiop.n777

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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6
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Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz
I SURE RAVE TO HAND IT TO 40U,
TI-1006H, CHUCK THAT UJA5
SOME TEAM YOU 'ENT
THEY CL3I33ERE0 US, BUT GOOD!

COIN LAUNDRY -- DRY CLEANERS

THAT FUNNY LOOKING KID (LJITH
THE B16 NOSE WAS GREAT, AND
THO5E LITTLE GU'/5 HE HADJTN
HIM WERE ALL OVER THE FIELD!

Ill

It'

cc

0

Every Day Special
DRY CLEANING -8 lbs.
FULL PIECES (Suits, Coats, Dresses)
1/2 PIECES (Sweaters, Pants, Shirts)

YOU

AL
UNADPRTG
)
LEAVE IT(
Di
olr YLC

81.

ta

'2.00
50*
25*

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
WE HAVE A HOUSE Ill-THE CITY AND A )
HOUSE IN THE)
COUNTRY
-TWO
HOUSES
27

'

ci

NO---T1)5S IT
III
III
I.

III
III

WE DO IT!

Ill

!I!

with

III

- ERA/fe-

SPEED QUEEN,

OLISHM ILL lbw

ill

!l!
Ill

5EP- 2 5

r••••.•11
I•• Vh N. 0* _I'.
V..441 40,0 I.......

5:5., Iv

III
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Knew Her Arm Had to Go

- 665-5671.
•••
Tired
learn

of

and

Why

ironing?
use a new

not

slogan-

it!" The

fraulic

almost

trailer,

busy

homemaker can

eliminate

the

ironing

Suit for more than 62.5 million damages, greatest amount ever sought in
Boone County in a personal injury claim,
was filed today in Beione- Circuit Court.
It has to do with a wire carrying 7200
volts, two horses, a pretty mother of four,
a lost arm.
Alberta Tanner, 35, was out back of her
home on Long Lranch road, near Union. It
was about four o'clock in the afternoon of
a sparkling October day last year.

by selecting clothing made
of knits, terry cloth, corduroy
and permanent press finishes.
- Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson,
Fost Office Building, Hickman,
Ky. 42050; Telephone 2351.
•• •
CONSUMERS BEWARE job

iunting.

plc and

fe

3,600

•

i))

IERS

IIINTS FOR
MANAGING ces you are getting. Determine Be your own consumer protect.
FOOD DOLLARS (1) Know how how many servings can be made or. The Food and Drug Adminmuch you have to spend and from the container. (9) You istration is your "consumer proplan accordingly. (2) Plan your may save by buying larger six. tection agency" in the Federal
menus and shopping to include es if you have storage space Government. Its job is to take
the four food groups. (3) Learn and if the food will keep. (10) legal action against those prowhich foods in each basic food Pay cash. Stores that give cred- ducts which are impure, or imgroup give the most food value i: usually charge more. - Mrs. properly labeled. It does what
rletta
for money spent. (4) Prepare a
Wrather, 209 Maple the
individual consumer canmarket list from the menu plan. Street, Murray, Ky. 42071 Tele- not do. But, as a consumer you
(5) Watch for special sales in phone: 753-1452.
have a job, too.
•••
newspaper ads. (8) Consider
Under our American system
Now
non-stick finishes are
food value when buying food
you have a choice of a vast
"specials". They will be no being applied to the outside of variety of wholesome, truthfulbargain if you don't use them. kitchen cookware. In the trade, ly labeled products to suit your
(7) Buy by weight and not by this inside-outside
application
tastes and needs. You, yourself,
the "50 cents" worth. (8) Read is called "Hardbase" and it re- have a voice in determining the
the label to see how many oun- presents one more step toward kind, style, and variety of pro-

I PAN V
Tennessee
, Tennessee
M.ssissapp

"I THOUGHT they must have been
fighting and I walked around them for
closer examination.
"Suddenly I felt a burning, numbing
sensation. I fell forward, face down on the
ground.

/
0

11

,,(10
30
Of,
:30
:00
:30

12
1

:11)
30

9
10

ich car
in style.
arnaby„ power

:011
30
:1111
:30

Sots,

News, MIS'
Family Affair

"vote"

News, Wthr., Sats
Ghost & Mrs. Muir
Ironside
The Jim Nabors Hour That Girl
The Jim Nabors Hour Bewitched
lronside
Ironside
Movie:
This is Tom Jamn
"Guns of Nayaront" This Is Tom Jamm
Dragnet, 1970
It Tikes • Thief
Dean Martin Show
Part I
It Takes a Thief
Dean Martin Show
Movie
Sport,
News, *tn. . Uwe, News. WtOr • Sport. News: Wthr
The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Munson Outdoors
The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Movie.
The Tomah* Show NW Merd Griffin Show "Magn•ficent Doll"
Movie
Ti
nt:
The Joey Bishop Show
The Joey Bishop Show

-h mies
ulgpotuc(.1,.

e..hap

:30 WOrstd•
5 :00
6 :1Mornlnq Show
le Today: Wthr
ltf
30 TWAY

1 glass.
it takes
ow car.
_

Junction Farm News
Country Junction
Family Theater
Country Junction
Bozo Show
Country Junction
Bozo Show
Junction; *Mr
Bozo Show
'00 Today: Paul Harvey Captain Kangaroo
Captain Kangaroo
Bozo Shaw
:30 Today
Romper Room
:00 it Takes Two
Mute Dou-qias Show
Lucy Show
:30 Concentration
Andy of Mayberry
Bartsra Moore
Sr :0 Personality
Haim
V 30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
8-witched
Where the Heart Is
• :00 Jet/earth,
Search for 1 ornorymy That Girl
1 :30 Eye Guess

-8

9

Show

12
1

power
lance-

•4
5
6

v price
3T1 with
dual
, Hurst

•
al
I01

alril
l
srdWt
i
Beverly HttfbIttles
I Love Luce
ABC Evening News
Dick Van Dyke Show

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
HIgh
Name
Name
Noma

Sport' News. Wthr ; S Ports
News: Wthr
Let's Make a Deal
Get Smart
The Brady Bunch
Cheoarral
The Good Guys
Mr Deeds Goes to Towr
of Mg GanwHogan's Heroes
Here Comes the Brides
or the Game Movie:
of the Game 'Guns of Navarone" Here Comes the Prides

X.41 p.m., Ch. 4 ROY DRUSKY, WILMA LEE and STONY COOPER,
BOB LUMAN, and the LONESOME RHODES get together for
GRANDDLE OPRY time!
x-9:30 p.m., Ch. 4 For music and comedy, Country style, join
DEL REEVES, CHASE WEBSTER, and JAMIE RYAN for the
=Anil
Jimmy Durant. Pre.

, power
isair in-

wheels

9 To

Part II
Movie

LIZ

The Lehr.= Sisters

news with the PROFESSIONALS
Keep pace with
- AL VOECKS, DAVE DAUGHTRY, BOB OLSEN,and PAUL EELLS.
x-10 p.m. Ch. 4

:0I News; sYthr , Sots
.30 TN* Tonight Show
•• .00 The Tonight Show
I I :30 The Tonight Show
•.2 :00 The Untouchal
01. :30 The Untouchables
2 ft
I I./

1
x-Paid advertisement

tilews: Wthr ;
Perry Mason
Perry Mason
Perry Mason
Perry Mason
Movie:

"... arm burned black"

LIM "kind

you

want.

of

mer-

Manufact-

rating'? Define an ascot, for can replace a necktie. Blucher'? of- suede or smooth leather,
instance. For casual wear, it's a A type of laced. shoes with an ankle high.
double-knot tie with ends folded
Miss
Irma
Hamilton,
open throat. Besom? Well, that's Montalban added
Courtover, usually worn under an
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Ricarhouse,
Mayfield,
pocket featuring a stitched
Ky.
42064i.
By United Press International banded in patent, for instance. open neck shirt. In formal day a
do NIontalban has been added to
Telephone 247-2334.
*
*
*
Take another bow, Fred
wear, the ascot comes in gray fold on upper and lower edges. the cast of "The Devil's BackCARPETIN
SELECTING
How's your fashion dictionary figures, checks or stripes and And a chukka is a type of boot, bone" in
Astaire. A men's wear designer
Rome.
a
This
is
FOR YOUR HOME
for film and television stars says
big investment and you will
that Astaire has contributed
ag
mo mow A mm
•=1114•1 =.=
living with it for 10 to 15 years.
MAIO •111 =•••••••• A.• Af• •An AAA ••• mm•mm
more to progress in men's
:
•••••= =.= =Am=
••••m
uZimIe
.7.7.1 "1.73 7.:..
12
Do select a fabric suitable
fashions
than
any other actor.
the activities of the room - The nimble-footed
Astaire was
the herder wear year carpet Is
to get, the better quality you an early exponent of the fitted,
should buy. Areas receiving coordinated look and made- the
much wear are usually best neck scarf a universal fashion.
covered with a cut-and-uncut Designer Mike Howard awards
pile or a short, hard twist. the honors.
Plushes are best for the more
formal, less used rooms. Considerable thought should be givThe "flying cube" is the
an to the color. You might grow latest packaging for wigs for
tired of a bright gold or too women
on the go. It's a
deep a blue over a period of foldaway minicase that totes like
ten to fifteen years. - Mrs. a handbag, fits under any airlines
Juanita Amonett, Courthouse, seat, and still holds a wig in
Paducah, Ky. 42001. Telephone shape. Lisa International's
442-2718;
craftsmen designed it for wigs
••-•
styled 17 Enrico Caruso of Nelt‘
It is surprising but true that York.
approximately one-third of the
minerals and vitamins are lost
The Garbo look continues to
when the liquid in canned vegeinfluence fashion designers,
tables is poured off. - Miss
dye', 1:11:1 Li
1:35:.
ca I:aa.a 315 1:11/
C,.',
.. F..3E-a a:i F. a a'ZZ:E. loas.:2 7•25:5 a:11:11ii:5g
although the beautiful Swede
fif
.
Patricia Everett, Courthouse,
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USE A CUP HOOK FOR
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RING SAFE-KEEPING while and small buckle fastening.
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you are washing dishes, or doSi
for
Fast,
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New Improved
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ing other kitchen chores. FasNg
. . . for quick relief of upLonger-Lasting Relief
OP
Formula!
Tips to the men: If you're a
ten the hook on the inner side
set stomach, acid indiges••
ill
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of a cabinet door and place "tie soiler," could be you're a
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tion and heartburn.
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it's
Now,
were.
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$1.06 Value
SAVE ON DIPPITY-DO!l
goes, reports the
Texas is the nation's leading anything
Medical
Formula
Concentrated
Value$1.25
National Handbag Association.
livestock state
660
for control of dandruff and
Team shag with calf, or velvet
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66 OZ.
POOSETTING
loam.GEL.
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urers are guided by your buying decisions. So be an intelligent voter - read the label. -
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Sports News: Wthr ; Sport
Moyle:
"Seven Sinners"
Moyle
Joey 13111Nso Show
Joey Bishoo Shoe
Joey Bishop Show

Moyle.

GET TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES
ON EVERYTHING EVERY DAY!
WHY PAY MORE?

Pertussen
Wild Berry
Cough Syrup

39e

I

66°.:

ml

Rinse Away Shampoo

OM,

EfEEEEIMEEEIZIEM
When Pharmacists
put
at
II

II
II

One of MANY Values
Shopping Center
Phone 753-8304
9-9 Mon. thru Sat. 1-6 Sundays

with Minerals
$10.58 Value

Vitamins
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Tame Creme
Rinse

$1.7e
Value
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Self Styling . . . Water Free
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Adorn Hair Spray
Extra Hold or Reg.
$2.25
Value

Ultra Brite Extra Strength Toothpaste
Brightens breath as it brightens teeth.
(l7;

II
II
II
II
II

aI
Ni

Extra

ingredients

for extra, long

Ill

iti

6.75-oz.

oz.

ultra brite

lasting

protection.

:54::E110:
Super Chromium

BLADES
. . the only blade
with pure chromium edge.
Double Edge or
Injector

2 Pkgs.

$1.0965
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$1. 6
V 09alue
4110i4
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Spray
Deodorant
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conditions hair!
8-oz.
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SPRAY

40 Reg. or Super
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and GARGLE

Squeeze on, ends
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Our experienced, carefully trained ph armacists are vitally concerned with
your heillth problems and needs . . . they invite you to consult them and assure you of prompt, efficient service in filling your prescriptions as well as
taking care of your health needs.
We're sure you'll appreciate the serv ice and because of Say-Rite's huge purchases and tremendous volume of bus mess, we can also offer you TOTAL
DISCOUNT PRICES. Let us quote yo u prices on your next prescription . .
you'll be pleasantly surprised at the savings.
OM•EA ••••OA
OR I OM =.•AN ow.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
•7••••.= 17
.•:r•
IMO
•Mi•
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Hair Spray
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II

Their Heads Together
What Does It Mean To YOU??
it means ...Service AND Savings!!
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RAyE,i,

994t ea. Value

111S11111T BR I IIT 1

KI0 (IJITH
REAT, AND
HE NAP(ON
'HE FIELD!
,

Aqua Net
13

II

Schulz

uniller

Dream House
Funny You Should Ask
Newlywed Game
Dating Game
General Hospital
One Life To Live

:00 News; Wthr ; Sots
30 Htgh Chaparral
:00
:30
:Oft
:30

Alberta Tanner

DISCO'

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
As the World Turns
.00 The Noon Show
:30 The Noon Slow
News: Singing Cony
:00 Days of Our Lives Many Splendored Thing
- 30 Doctors
The Guiding Light
:00 Another World
Secret 'Storm
The Ed*, of Night
:30 You Don't Miry
:00 Match Game: Net:Aralien,
1410..001100,
:30 To Tell thre Truth Lassie
:SO Beat the Clock
Movie:
:30 leth AvesUfe South
"Kelly and Me"
,01 lath Avenue South
Movie
30 Huntley-Brinkley
CBS evening News

for

chandise

Sports

rh.
FRIDAY MORNING reoGRAMS

you make a pur.

HER HUSBAND, Donel. installer for
Bell Telephone Co., recalls that she was in
/
2 months, following the
the hospital 21
surgery and for recuperation of burns on
her upper body.
The horses had been in the show ring
in 4-ti competition.
The suit was filed by Richard S. Nelson
and Philip Taliaferro of the Covington
firm of Davies, Nelson & Taliaferro.

chase of foods, drugs or cosmetics, you are casting your

-TV
K. IX-TV
Chased 4
Channel 5
Channel
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
,00 News: *M
Iranidde
6 ::30

"I YELLED TO HIM to keep the kids
away and get help."
Burlington Life Squad took her to St.
Elizabeth Hospital.
That was on Oct. 8.
"I knew that the arm would have to be
amputated when I looked at it. It had
burned black."
Three days later she was transferred to
Generel Hospital. Cincinnati. The armher left arm-was amputated.
"I was left-handed," she said wistfully.
-"But I have tried to learn how to do
things for myself and family with my
right hand now."

"I WAS JUST looking around in the
garden when I saw our mare running
Mildly." she recoiled.
"I looked for her colt but didn't see him
running. And then I saw two horses down.
They were in an unnatural position, touching each other.
"I knew something was wrong but they
were quite a, piece away so I walked over
to them to find out."
The colt and a 3-year-old horse weie on
the ground. There was a gash across the
shoulders of the older animal.

ducts you receive.
Every time

"I was kocked out and when I came to
I started yelling for help."
A young neighbor. Grover Hatton, 17,
was in the Tanner driveway talking to the
oldest of the Tanner children, Pamela, 16.
He ran to her assistance.

BY BURL RUSSELL

"Don't buy it if you have to iron

's qual -
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home-

coating

tough, comes in colors, and may
be applied to a variety of materials. - Mrs. Mildred Potts,
La Center, Ky. 42056; Telephone

•1\ \

JLIC

This

ik

4 Oz.

89c ea $1 4 blades
Value
per pkg.

Extra Rich
Lather Shampoo
LARGE SIZE
$1.156
,
„
Value
FAMILY

SIZE

$1.6599
Value

lSj
s'33.; FIN 11151;it sits'Laws:

9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
1-6 Sundays

Phone 753-8304

111S1011T
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Dr. Quertermous

ANT
NOTICE
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
e
; Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
; 25.200: Notice is hereby given
:that a report of final settle
ment of accounts was on
ti
September 22nd., 1969 filed
by Han-all A. Broach, Administrator of the Estate of Mavis
Lee Broach, Dec'd.,
; and that the same has been
!ipproved by the Calloway Co;enty Court and ordered filed
o lie over for exceptions. Any
jeenson desiring to file any enOption thereto will do so on
er before
s Oct. 27th., 1969 or be for: ever barred.
"
Witness my hand this 22nd
day of September, 1969.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
•
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP

I

NOTICE
1111 accordance with Kentucky
Slelntes, Sections 28.195 and
e 1E100: Notice is hereby given
:that a report of Final settlement
:: of accounts was on
o September 22nd., 1969 filed
;by Sardine Jones Executrix of
:the Estate of Obie Jones, Dec'd.,
: And that the same has been
::: approved by the Calloway Co:
linty Court and ordered filed
:to lie over for exceptions. Any
k
ch. -ing to file any exception thereto will do so on
er before
Oct. 27th., 1960 or be forever barred
Witness not hand this 22nd
day of September, 198E.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
,
Kentucky
By Dewey Ragsdale D C

I

f

person

117
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
:that a report of final settle
ment of accounts was on
Septpraiber Knid., 1989 .Eded
Y J..AkyAigter Fttts, AdtninistrifiV. !the 'Estate of Nettie
-L. Suiter, Dec'd.,
and that the same has been
;approved by the Calloway Colunty Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any exeoption thereto will do so on
r before
Oct. 27th., 1969 or be forfever barred.
With
my hand this 22nd
'day of September, 1969.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
117
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement of accounts was on
September 22nd., 1969 filed
by Ray J Duffer Administrator
of the Estate of Alonzo Ingram,
Dee'd.,
and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on
or before
Oct. 27th., 1969 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22nd
day of September, 1969.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
•
1TP

41
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Five Member

Murray, Paducah &
Farmington To Play

PAGE ND

in.

SEEN & HEARD . ..

Civic Music Board
Meets Wednesday
To Make Plans

Clothing

TARGET
a 1,000launchec
to top),'
in,

Any 'liii

Charlie Lassiter

PANSIES
2 for 25°

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

KELLY'S PEST 95 Year Old
CONTROL

TvA Buys

Reasons Why
BANK
FINANCING
is BEST!

Rites Held

•

1. It's economical. Costs less.

Worth 100 EXTRA
Stamp
sfLON
Top Value
Five Points
Service
Murray, Ky.

FILET OF SOUL-SEARCHING

Green Sycamorew Service

Coupon Expires Sept. 30, 1969

4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

•

4,?

0.4.V

•

UNITED NATIONS (UP!)Iceland has warned that the
stock of fish in the North
Atlantic is diminishing because
of pollution, mainly caused *by
oil leaks.
Iceland's Foreign Minister,
Emil Johnson, told the General
Assembly Tuesday the international community must "decide
upon an effective and just
regime for the suboceanic
areas, wheSe resources must be
harvested for the benefit of all

mankind."

•

0

Persons Are Fined

(Ceidliered Prim Pees 1)
0. H. Henry, driving while in- (Continued From Pees One)
Murray and Paducah will
14, a student at Murray High toxicated, amended to reckless here are bandied in exactly
meet in the first game at seven
deiving, fined $100.00 costs $4.- that mine way."
School.
m. tonight at the Gene Cap
587
beNoting the difference
Field in the City in the
thay
Dr. Walter L. Cawood,
Lonnie Tucker, public drun tween the $5,297,000 low bid
Invitational Women's
Murray
Ashland radiologist, was install kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4 and the $3,791,000 estimate,
tournaineot.
Softball
sd Wednesday as president of 50 plus ten days in jail at hard Sparta mid a systematic review
The second game will pit
:he KMA.
labor.
of the entire project is a reasSALE
FOR
AUTOS
NOTICE
Elected by the association's D. W. Nicholas, public drun- onable approach and the Pro- Farmington against the loser
policy-making body, the Rouse kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4. perty and Buildings Commie of the Murray-Paducah game at
1967 'FORD Van custom long
8:30 p. m.
of Delegates, Cawood succeeds 50.
NOTICE
body. Like new. 11,000 miles
sion is the appropriate forum.
Tuesday night's pines
Dr. Henry B. Asman,
In accordance with Kentucky Ideal for passenger hauling (Continued Preen Pam Ono/
"We welcome the opportunity
Credo
Colson,
disorderly
con
Fermingine
beet Fill.= 13
who
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Phone 753-4575.
presided
over
the
threeS-264 their show rooms and take a
to present a factual review for
25.200: Notice is hereby given
clay annual meeting which end- duct, fined $20.00 costs $4.50 the consideration of the com- to 9 and Hardin beM West Vilook.
The
business
mitomobile
D. J. Ciletti, Jr., driving while
that a report of Final setlle- 1938 FORD pick-up. 1930 Mo- in Calloway County ranks high ed today.
mission, which has the reagent- ola 15 to 8.
intoxicated, amended to reekdel A Ford coupe. 1926 Chev- in the
Ann Flood was the pitcher
ment of accounts was on
Charles
F.
Hancock,
Louissibility to approve all public
economy
county.
of
the
ville, assistant drug-control dir- less driving, fined $100.00 costs construction in the state and for Farmington and Judy Mills(
September 22nd., 1969 filed rolet ton truck. Parts for Mo- We don't know
what the first
hits at four times
by Russell Albert Parker, Exe- del A. Ford. Clifford Garrison, is, but
ector for the state Health De- $4.50.
the financial issues involved," had three
automobiles should rank
D. A. Duncan, reckless drivp.
m.
753-5429
four
phone
after
cutor of the Estate of Mary
partment was chosen as the
at bat for Farmington Debra
continued.
second or third.
he
S-25-C
Myrtle Knight Parker, Dec'd.,
group's layman of the year. ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
He did emphasize the im- Curtin was the FitIghesi Pitch
B. D. Hamilton, disorderly
And that the same has bees
Hancock was chairman of the
portance of the time element, er.
Hats off to Guthrie Churchill
conduct, fined $34.50 costs 14.approved by the Calloway Co-- 1960 MGA Roadster. Recent and
Dean Conner was the pitcher
however.
Norman Klapp. Guthrie is drug-abuse committee of the 50
unty Court and ordered filed paint, top and engine overhaul"A major concern to us is and Liz Oakley had three hits
Grand High Priest of the Grand Health and Welfare Ceuricil of
for the
to lie over for exceptions. Any ed. Good coadition. Phone 755G. E. Roseberry, unnecessary the time urgency and the great at four times at bat
Chapter of Royal Arch Masons Louisville and Jefferson Counperson desiring to file any ex- 7816.
S-25-P of Kentucky
ty in 1968.
noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50 need to resolve the question Hardin team.
and
Norman
Klapp
ception thereto will do so on
Loyd Green, driving while in before the period for awarding
1950 FORD pick-up. V-8 en- was named as the outstanding
or before
toxicated, amended to reckleo a contract expires."
Royal Arch Mason in Kentucky
Oct. 27th., 1969 or be for- gine, in good condition. Phone
Construction on the facility
driving, fined $100.00 costs 14.753-4997.
S-26-C for this year. Both of these
ever barred.
is expected to take 22 months.
50.
Murray men have done an outWitness my hand this 22nd 1960 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 2J. L. Harrell. reckless driv- Dr. Sparks said the university
standing job. We know absoday of September, 1969.
door, 283, straight shift, good lutely nothing about the Ma- (Continued From Pees
had hoped to have the project
ing, fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
004)
By D. W. Shoemaker,
completed before the beginning
second car. Local, must sell conic order, but we do know
Jones,
S.
drinking
L.
in
beer
The Board of the Murray CiCounty Court Clerk
clothing;
similar
504 North 4th Street, Murray. that what they have clore is children's
public, fined $15.00 costs $4.50 of the 1971-72 school year.
Music Association met Wedvic
lightweight,
Calloway County,
wearable,
and
pracS-26-P difficult and c3mes to only a
"That means construction
G. D. Garrett, reckless drivtical items
nesday evening in the home of
Kentucky
later
begin
have
no
would
to
$4.50.
costs
$15.00.
ing,
fined
few
people. Congratulations.
By Dewey Ragsdale D C '52 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon,
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest to map
It is essential that the clothJ. D. Lassiter, going on wrong than Nov. 1 of this year if we
ing given should provide a t
plans for the upcoming camout
177 fair condition, $5(N)0. Call 753target
date,"
that
to
reach
side of four lane road, fined are
2828 after 3:30 p. m.
paign.
And a hurrah too for John least six months of additional $15.00
he added.
costs $4.50.
S-26-P Quertermous, president elect of wear for a needy child or adult,
Since the commissioner's or- Letters to last year's patrons
T. L Carter, speeding, fined
WANTED: Student to stiare
and
all
clothing
should be clean
the Kentucky Medical Associader
was issued, State Sen. Car- were mailed today in an effort
$15.00 costs $4.50.
two-bedroom trailer, 4 miles
tion. John will take office next ind mended.
1968
CHEVROLET
Caprice
Hubbard of Mayfield and to alert them of this season's
roll
A. D. Carnal, reckless drivfrom Campus. Must have car.
four-door hardtop. V-8 engine, year. The only other Murrayan "Blankets are 'First Aid' in ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Speaker of the Kentucky House program which will include
Call 753-9647.
S-26-P
The Norman Luboff Choir and
automatic tranamission, thocon- that we know personally who emergencies and are always in
C. R. Dailey, driving while of Representatives Julian Carditioning, power steering and has held the KMA office is Dr. short supply", Mrs. Crawford intoxicated, amended to reck- roll of Paducah have charged Birgit Firmila, a contralto.
LINDA PENDERGRASS is now power brakes. Low mileage. Lo- Hugh Houston. There may have pointed out. "They are used less driving, fined $100.00 costs the governor with "playing poli- The Pre.servation Hall Jazz
r.s a covering, as a ground cloth,
an operator at "The Beauty cal trade in. Light green with been others
tics" with the Murray stadium Band from New Orleans, La.,
$4.50.
as an outer garment, as temwill perform in Paris, Tenn.,
Box", 705 Chestnut, five days black vinyl roof, $2995.00. Parkproject.
Thomas,
J.
J.
drinking
beer
a week. Wanda Nance (owner er Ford Used Car Department. We've said it once and we'll say porary tents, and as a carryall in public, fined $15.00 costs
In commenting on these re oext Wednesday evening, October 1 and members of the Murand operator) and Linda invites 7th and Main, Phone 753-5273. it again. Murray and Calloway for an entire family wardrobe. $4.50.
ports, Sparks mid:
you to call 753-7132 for an ap5-27-C County folks have held more All blankets given should be
"We appreciate the concern ray Association are invited to
M. L. Adams, disregarding
high state positions in more dif- usable, clean and mended, as
attend.
pointment.
S-26-C
1963 FORD pick-up, six cylind- ferent organizations than any they will most likely be used etop sign, fined $10.00 costs $4 - of the many friends of the Uni- Murray Civic
Music subscripin
our
the
versity
need
new
for
50.
Econoline. See J. D. Murphy other city and county of like by people in disaster situations.
J. D. Norsworthy, reckless facility, but we certainly hope tions are also honored in Paat Murray Home and Auto size. This shows that ,our
If you do not have a good
prinducah and Martin, Tenn.
Store. Phone 753-2571 days and cipal product is top notch peo- used blanket to give, Church driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. the project can be kept out of
For information in regard to
politics."
T.
H.
Wetmore,
reckless
drivSIRV10ES OFFERED
753-3826 nights.
S-274
World Service will purchase
pleTn.o$3,971,090 .meeetructiOD this year's plans, please coning, fined $15.00 was $4.50.
one ft& you et a special whole1965 CHEVROLET Impala, 4R. A. Evans, driving while estimate mos made by the firm tact Nit Forrest Or
speed, 386. Call 492-8150. 0-1-C The two old pictures we ran sale price of only $3.00 each. intoxicated, amended to reck- of Lee Potter Smith and Assoc- berofthe,boazd.
recently belong to Mrs. Wen- Used blankets should - be- de- less
driving, fined $100.00 costs iates of Paducah and was sub1968 TORINO GT, 390 engine, dell Patterson and she is proud livered to your church. If you
mitted to Qoristeres office in ed and eventually disapproved
$4.50.
power steering and power brak- of them and rightfully so.
wish to purchase a blanket,
inclusion of an alternative
P. J. BaBarbera, public drun- 1968.
GET RID Of
es. Console, automatic shift.
mail a check for $3.00, indicat"Construction costs have ris- which requested bids on synkenness,
fined
$15.00
costs
$4.PESTS
Red stripe wide oval tires, Roy Knight, Assistant Street ing "For Blankets," to Church
en considerably since that thetic turf at a cost of approx$2398.00..Parker Ford Used Car Superintendent does a good World Service Clothing Appeal, 50.
time," Dr. Sparks pointed out. imately $200,000, as well as bids
Department. 7th and
Main. job. He's the kind of fellow P. 0. Box 220, Elkhart, Ind.,
An earlier dealy in the sta- on a sodded field. The present
Phone 753-5273.
S-27-C who gets the job done without 46514."
dium program occurred in Feb- bid includes only a plan for the
ROACHES
Mrs. Crawford asks that all
ruary when Christen question- installation of a sodded field
1968 FORD PI:airtime, four-door a lot of ballyhoo. Right now
Carry Germs
he's working on a drain across who wish to participate in this (C.enHiseed Front Page One)
sedan.
V-8
engine,
automatic from the
SPIDERS
office that has beer a ministry take contributions of Mrs. Paul Dailey, Jr., and Mrs.
transmission, radio and white
Are Poisen
sore
point
for better than twen- clothing and/or blankets to one Viodon Tucker, teachers, and
WW1 tires. Low mileage, $1895.TERMITES
ty years. The water from the of the Church Women United the third grade, Mrs. Dean
00.
Parker
Ford
Used
Car
DeEat Your Home
member churches, wthch are as Humphreys, teacher.
peet1tept.,7th &Ink-Main. Phone alley comes under the sidewalk
ond the drain is covered with follows: First Christian, Imm- Refreshments were served by
Locally owned an-i operatA 11W. S,27-C a steel plate which, half the anuel Lutheran, First United
PLANT NOW FOR BLOOMS ALL WINTER
the seventh grade mothers of
ed for 20 years. We can be 1965
OLDSMOBILE four door- time, falls down into the drain Methodist, Goshen United Me- Mrs. Sherwood Potts' room with
reached 24 hours a day
- NICE PLANTS First
Presbyterian, Mrs. Alvin Usrey as chairman.
hardtop. Automatic, air condi- forming a hazard to the pedes- thodist
North
trian.
He
Pleasant
is
reworking
Grove
the
whole
Cumberall
tioned,
power. One owner.
Cali Today For FREE
Reasonably low mileage. Phone thing to make it do what it is land Presbyterian, St. John's
NOW YOU KNOW
Inspection
supposed to do. yet present no Baptist, St. John's Episcopal.
753-2901 and ask for Jeff.
Phone 753-3914
Mrs. Crawford said that all by United Press International
S-27-C danger to the passerby.
Member Chamber of
contributions should be taken
Commerce and Builders
Unlike any other marsupial,
We appreciate getting jobs like to one of the member churches the Australian wombat has
Association. LCP-198
that taken care of As the city not later than Saturday, ()eta. continuously - growing incisor
500 N. 4th Street
grows more of such situations ber 4, to be boxed for shipment teeth.
develop and if they are not tale and delivered to the First Presen care of, a general air of byterian Church to be picked
neglect sets in.
iip there by the Church World
Service Truck.
(Continued From Pegs 1)
This is what Roy is doing all
week long, fixing things, cor
Phone 753-3914
era, Mrs. Henry (Fnancie) Bur- recting things, and generally
Located 1110 Se. ISM St.
keen of Dexter Route One, Mrs removing inconveniences, ha
Gaylon (Lottie) Trevathan of zards, and bad situations.
Murray Route One, and Mrs.
Jack (Lucille) Dodd of Murray It's a big job which requires
(Cent'essed From Pans One)
Route Four; five sons, Virgil doing one thing at a time until
of Murray Route Two, Max of each one is corrected. Emer- agency's purchases in Kentucky
CARD OF THANKS
The family of Leonard Dunn Dexter, Jim H. of 1610 College gency situations slow down this during the year ended June 30
amounted to 590 million, makwishes to express our heartfelt Farm Road, Murray, Milton and process.
ing a total of 1,994 million since
thanks and appreciation for all Tom of Murray Route Two. One
of the acts of kindness and son, Goble, died April 5, 1967. Did you realize that one fifth 1933.
The total is about 2'4 times
of all the people who ever livsympathy shown to US because
more than TVA's purchases in
Mrs. Walston is also survived ed, are living today.
of the death of our husband,
•
any other state.
father, grandfather, and great by sixteen grancichildrese twenAll but $5 million of the 1969
ty great grandchildren, and
grandfather.
amount is for coal for TVA's
Especially do we want to twelve great great grandchilpower system.
thank the concern of Dr. Ro- dren.
The largest contract award
(Continued From Pees One)
berts, the wonderful works of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
The county woman was a Ind.; son, Rev. J. Bill Jones of was to Peabody Coal Co. for
mining coal from TVA reserves
Home, the many donors of food member of the Brooks Chapel Princeton; six
end flowers, Bro. Loyd Wilson United Methodist Church where William, Denny grandchildren, in the former Camp BreckinMary, Kathryn, ridge Military Reservation.
and Bro. Dean Crutchfield, the funeral services will be held and Suzanne
Jones, Larry,
Large contracts were also asinger (Gus Robertson, Jr.) and Friday at two p. m. with Rev. James, and Steven
Calhoun; warded to Island Creek Coal Co.
organist, all of the pallbearers, John Bradley officiating.
one great grandchild, Jamie
and to South Hopkins Coal Co.
and every friend and relative
Grandsons will serve as pall- Calhoun.
Hopkinsville, for western Kenthat stood by in the time of bearers and burial will be in
Aucky coal.
need.
the Brooks Chapel Cemetery
Other purchases this fiscal
May God's richest blessings with the arrangemeias by Bla Anne Francis guests
HOI.I,YWOOD (UPD-Anne year included:
be upon each and every one. lock-Coleman Funeral Homc
-Drywell penetrations from
The Leonard Dunn family where friends may call until Francis will play a guest role as
a member of the "Mission. Chemetron Corp. Louisville.
1TP the funeral hour.
-Insulation from Triangle
Impossible" task force.
Consulation Co. Inc., Paducah.
•rommer rimmib
And, limestone from Cedar
•11•1•
dimu'w 41"'",41°-"iw
4:44b. erloneerreme
11•0
Bluff Stone Co Princeton and
••
•
•
Fredonia Valley Quarries, Inc
Fredonia.
Over the years TVA's more
significant purchases from Kentucky have included coal, coal
barging services, steel, pipe,
lumber, concrete
aggregate,
crushed stone, and installation
services.

0 OR MORE PURCHASE
WITH '3'

•
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2. Establishes your line of credit. Pay this obligation off promptly and we will loan you
the money again . . . even more. Getting to
know you better can be the beginning of a
pleasant and profitable business relationship
that will last a lifetime.

PEOPLES BANK
Of Murray ,Kentucky
Member Of FDIC

of

riBER 25. 1860

ucah &
To Play
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aducab will
ime at seven
le Gene CaCity in the
J Women's
t.
will pit
t the loser
call game at

the pie:her
Judy MillsI
four Umes
eon. Debra
.gimai pitch

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION
PROGRAM LISTINGS
WKMU, Channel 21, Murray
Week of September 29, 1969

the pitcher
i three hits
bat for the

MONDAY-September 29

Admiral

WITHDRAWALS ARE ON,
THREE US. ARTILLERY
SASES AT DMZ ASANDONR0

THAILAND
3:10 Spanish Orientation: Level 1
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 What's New
4:30 Friendly Giant
4:45 Friendly Giant
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Your Heritage
5:25 Focus on Home Economics
5:30 French Chef: Chicken en
Cocotte
6:00 Book Beat: Carlos Baker
6:30 Beginning Folk Guitar
7:00 NET Playhouse: Dublin One
8:30 Governor's Press Conference

Board
csday
ns

Murray Cin met Wedhe home of
est to map
.wiling
cam-

Ic subscripired in Pafenn.
n regard to
please conany Mem-

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Educational
Television
Schedule

Ms games
Nigh= 13
Vist West VI-

ar's patrons
ui an effort
his season's
-ill include
! Choir and
ontralto.
Hall Jazz
rleans, La.,
aria, Tenn,
!ning, Octoof the Murinvited to

TIMES —

200 NORTH V1ETS
STORM VILLAGE OP
MAI LINH, KILL
24 CIVILIANS AND
RAZE 170 HOMES

REAL SALE

NEW 1970 MODELS AT LESS THAN 1969 PRICES!

FOUR MEN, THREE
WOMEN KILLED, 17
WOUNDED NEAR BA
LIEU AS COPTERS
MISTAKE THEM FOR
FLEEING ENEMY

SAIGON DEFENSE
TO BE TURNED
OVER TO SOUTH
VIET'S TROOPS
TWO COPTERS
COLLIDE 15
MILES SOUTH
OF SAIGON,
12 US DIE

TUESDAY -September 30

TARGET FOR TODAY --Ryan Aeronautical's new Firebee II,
a 1,000-mile-an-hour unmanned remote control target, is
launched from a short-rail ground launcher ( right, bottom
to top),-and trails a huge column of white smoke left) durinP its jet assisted takeoff at Point Mugu, Calif.

Spanish Orientation: Level II
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 What's New
4:30 Friendly Giant
4:45 Friendly Giant
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Know Numbers & Music
5:30 Smart Sewing: Father-Son
Shirt
6:00 Management by Objectives

6:30 Antiques: Clocks
7:00 Book Beat: Carlos Baker
7:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
8:00 Conversation: James Joyce
8:30 French Chef: Chicken en
Cocotte

3:00 Dept. of Echic. Special
3:15 Friendly Giant
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 What's New
4:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Sing Along with He & Exploring Science
5:30 Conversation: James Joyce
6:00 Sounds of Summer: DuQuoin
State Fair
8:00 NET Journal: If I Don't
Agree Must I Go Away

disapproved
alternative
ids on synt of approx.
well as bids
The prose n t
Nan for the
Acted field.

THE GODFATHER-Mario Puzo
THE LOVE MACHINEJacqueline Swann
THE ANDROMEDA STRAINMichael Crichton
•
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINTPhilip Roth
THE PRETENDERS-Gwen Davis
ADA OR ARDOR-Vladimir
Nabokov
„EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEEJessamyn West
NAKED CAME THE STRANGERPenelope Ashe
-THE-GOODBYE-LOOK--= -ROM Macdonald
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVEKurt Vonnegut, Jr.

MODEL 3L521M
THE NEWPORT
2W.DJAG.RECTANGULAR PICTURE (29& -5Q.-110--- EXCLUSIVE 3-YEAR COLOR
--PICTURE-TUBE WARRANTY
MASTERPIECE
COLOR TELEVISION
Featuring Instant Play and AFC

•

THE PETER PRINCIPLE-Laurence
J. Peter and Raymond Hull
THE KINGDOM AND THE
POWER-Gay Talese
3:00 Management by Objectives THE MAKING OF THE PRESI(ANT l968-Theodor'H. White
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
BEI wEEN PARENT AND TEEN4:00 What's New
AGER -Dr. Haim G. Ginott
4:30 Jazz Alley: Eddie Con
5:00 Window te; the Classroom
.
Aawrican History
5:25 Focus on Agriculture
5:30 Antiques: Clocks
6:00 Success Through Word Pow-

DICK & DUNN STORE IN HAZEL

6:30 Smart Sewing: Father-Son
Shirts
7:00 To Be Announced
8:00 NET Festival: In Search of
Rembrandt

EVERYTHING AT SALE PRICE
Success Through Word
Power
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sign-Off
3:00

ALL T.Y'S,STEREOS & RADIOS.SMALL APPLIANCES, ELECT. HEATERS,
RANGE WASHERS & DRYERS REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS
IS
EVERYTHING IN STORE MUST GC'

Triple-staned
HOLLYWOOD
(1.1130-"A
Spanish Portrait" will star Stuart
Whitman, Brigitte Fos'sey 'and
Jeremy Slate.
Gun Moll role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Diane
Varsi, who once walked away
from a promising Hollywood
2areer, has been cast as a gun
moll in "Bloody Mama."

SALE WILL START THURS. AT 9:00
THURS. FRI, 8. SAT, 9-9

LANDSCAPER

-"Miss Eritrea"

(Ethiopia), zeuri
enhances
scape

the

Arala,

18,

Rome

land-

while sunning

along

the Tiber River. She is making a-movie.

I AM PRESIDENT OF THE ROLLS
HOYCE COMPANY, AND I'VE BEEN
DEVOTING MY SPARE TIME TO
ERECTING A MUSEUM DEDICATED
TO OUR PRODUCT. FOR YEARS NOW
I'VE TRAVELED THE WORLD
COLLECTING MODELS
OF OUR CAR „

. UNTIL WE NOW PROUDLY
POSSESS A ROLLS HOYCE FROM
THE YEAR 1901- -OUR FIRST
YEAR. THE ONLY MODEL
MISSING WAS

Muse by RALPH CARMICHAEL / Executive Producer FRANK R JACOBSON /Written and Directed by JAMES F COLLIER
S
C

Ii-

b•

—41

sigAII Preple•••4

f«tnord.r.

Murray State University Auditorium

to
a
ip

YOU'VE CORNERED
THE WORLD'S DEAN
SUPPL/ —

From the Sponsor
see Allen Rose or Bruce Thomas!

FDIC

6

of Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
304 E. Main Street

—WHICH MAKES
ME THE KING
OF PORK AND
BEANS!!

IT DOESN"1" MEAN MUCH
NA MATERIAL WA`i —
A BILLION OR TWO —
BUT IT HAS

SENTIMENTAL
SIGNIFICANCE—

D I Di\l"r ALWAYS

OWN ISLANDS -YACH TS.'!— I WAS
ONCE A MISERABLE
LITTLE SWINE.r.r

NOW YOU SEE
WHY I SAID TODAY
I WITNESSED A
MIRACLE

PAGE E1
PAGE TEN
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'Wall Street
Chatter

Max M. Sykes and Joenna
Sykes to Donald F. Burchfield;
Int on Balmonte Drive.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Wa,11
. J..-T. Todd and Barbara Todd Street
is getting a head start on
to I. B. Hillman and Revs D.
Ilillman• two lots in Calloway the "Sizzling Severities" and
giving special emphasis to
Oounty.
May Williams to Edward M. companies with superior longShroat and Veronica Shroat; term growth potential, according to Spear and Staff Inc.
lot on Sycair.ore Street.
Harry J. Fenton to Earl Nan- Economic news suggests that
ny and Marie Nanny; lot In the long-anticipated business
slowdown is at hand, but this
Glendale Subdivision.
Andrew Taylor to Cecil D. does not necessarily mein that
Higgins and June Higgins; lot Inflation is necessarily on the
wane, the firm said.
on Highway 464.
--Louise 0. Underwood to BarEconomic weakness, which is
ry William Drew and Annette
Thurman Drew; lot on South a prerequisite if there is to be a
9th Street.
turn for the better in monetary
Joe Pat Thweatt, Wanda Sue policy, has begun to peep
Thweatt, Willard Thweatt, and through, says Shearson, HamInez Thweatt to Billie Joe mill & Co. Inc. The best
Sohmeder and Robbie Schroed- indication, the firm adds is that
er; lot on Highway 641.
Industrial
production turned
George L Powell and Betty down in August from a July
Powell
H.
to Danny Houston figure that was revised downRoberta and Suzette Beane Ro- ward, and retail sales
have also
berta; lot in Keenekancl Sub- been slow.
division.
L D. Miller and Frances MilIt appears that 'Wall Street is
ler to Landon Nance and Helbeginning to cold shoulder the
en Nance; lot on Pottertown
bears. Bulls have taken everyRoad.
Kenneth J. Owen and Anna thing the bears have dished out
Mae Owen to Owen Food Mar- and, now while there is an
ket, Inc.; lot on West Main opportunity to make money,
"charge
hard," the Dines
Street.
Bernice E. Willard and Shir- Letters advises, This is the
ley C. Wilford to Ftufle Lee time to counterattack and more
Williams; lot at 204 Woodlawn. than make up anything that
Guy Spann, Lame Spann, might have been lost, the firm
Wayne B. Wilson, and Jean says.
Wilson to Castle Parker and
Pauline Parker; lot in Keene- WARSAW COMRADE-ERY
land Subdivision.
Lawrence D. Jones and El
WARSAW (UPI)- The Soviet
freda F. Jones to Charles Hum- Union and three Warsaw
pact
phreys and Irene Humphreys; allies
maneuvered
military
kg in Circarama Subdivision.
hardware and rockets into
Beverly D. Fowler to Otis H.
position today for a simulated
Erwin and Barbara H. Erwin;
lot in Richeland Subdivision. battle in northern and western
Poland.
The news agency Pap said
, , Audrey Hepburn won the Polish,
East German, and
Actress of the Year in 1953 for Czechoslovak forces had joined,
her part in "A Roman Holiday". Soviet troops for the "OclerNiesse 69" exercises.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT
FABULOUS

FIVE'SFALL

• tat alratt,alt

PHARMACY
GRAND OPENING COMING SOON
LYSOL
SPRAY

CCRICIDIN

MERCY ME.
I'M OUT OF THE MARINES
AND STAR OF AN HOUR
OF MUSIC, GUEST STARS,
FUN. AND LOOK WHO'S
JOINING ME.

SALE

lie

Real

With Carrying,
Storage Case

DERMA FRESH

Cepacol

HOSPITAL PROVEN
HAND CONDITIONER

/ Mouthwash & Gargle

Hand Lotion

20-01. Bottle
Reg. ;1.49

Reg. sle° 6 OL bottle

88

SALE

GILLETTE
Right Guard
Anti-Perspirant

Low, Medium, High

a

560
YORK
ASPRIN
150

$10.88
Model HD11

BROXODENT DELUXE
Electric Toothbrush

680

----- 5 DAY
STAY DRY

Adlon Deodorant

Bottle of 100

SALE

5-0z. Can
Reg. $1.29

SALE

PREPARATION H

66. 10 W 30
QUAKER
STATE

GILLETTE TECHMATIC

PREPARATION
H ioz.

Razor Band Cartridge

OINTMENT

SUPPOSITORIES
Shrink Hemorrhoids,
Relieve Pain and Itching.
99A

SALE

88
490

Reg. Discount $1.68 YD,
SALE PRICE

$1.19
Carbartt$999Utility W
OVERALLS

DRISTAN TABLETS
FOR COLDS, SINUS,
HAY FEVER
$1 44
Bottle of 50
Reg. $2.19

LIMIT 6 CANS

WOOLITE LIQUID

_

1
" .._1

COLD WATER WASH
16-0z.
Reg. $1.49

QT .

PRELL LIQUID
SHAMPOO

MENS & BOYS

INSULATED
BOOTS

Sizes 32-46

7-0x.
Reg. $1.09

LADY ESTHER

$2" to $3"
TO

SOLIDS AND STRIPES

ALSO
SLEEVELESS AND
MENS SWEATHER SHIRTS
LONG SLEEVES
FROM $3.97
•Nm..0
RAIN WEAR FOR
NEW FALL LINE OF NEW FALL COATS
TODDLY WINKS
THE WHOLE
FOR PEOPLE OF
6 To 24 mo.
FAMILY
ALL AGES
2 To 7 Yrs.

BY OW
house a
6997.

4-PURPOSE CREAM

10-0z. Jar
Reg. $1.69

MENS SIZES: S,M,L,XL

SHELLS
$1" to $2"

TWO-B]
on 1
east of
753-382S

RUBBER HUNTING

$4.
41
PANTS
16c
$849
JACKETS 1399
Me
ns
gl
oy
s
Swe
at
Shi
rt
LADIES KNIT MENS KNIT SHIRTS
Sizes 32-52

ity room
built-ins,
carpeting
storage si
WE hay(
but this
in a use
$24,000,
year old
moms, 1
kitchen
Double
b.ouse, c:
drapes
chase. II
lot and
and city
two ba.tt
NEED s
place to
look at
308 N.
2 bedro
chen at
and shy
bedroom
living ri
merrta a
Has 2-cs
for chui
this pia
WE HA
building
WE ELI
rent
WE HA
oI buik
Real Ee
it pays
MALT'
Hoyt o
1851.

Reg.
99c

LINE OF COMPLETE
NOTIONS
ZIPPERS
THRE ADS
TAPES
TRIMS
PATTERNS
BUTTONS
KNITTING
ACCESSORIES
MANY OTHER ITEMS

LAND
two

LIMIT 2

REGULAR, HARD TO HOLD
SALE

ANOTHEI
beautiful
study, ki
living roi
bath dow
and bath
eion on t
ONE-5TO/
brick is
two hatha
utility, sl
eluded i
price is a
kitchen a
storage h
groceries
iate pose
THREE-B
have sevi
three bel
lag rOOM
tion root
Tappan
and air,

-LIMIT 8

Pure 5 Grain

Checks Wetness
5-0z. Spray Can
Reg.
$1.19

SPARK
PLUGS

Sizes 34-50

Gomer Pyie, out of uniform and top-lining the
ding-dandiest variety show of them all. With
a large comic assist from Frank Sutton._

FOURBE
present t
cellent b
brick ha
two bedr
living roi
in range,
pored, ta
place, an
two mori
plus an
storage s
heat and
every ars

4 Speed, Cool,

Printed
Corduroy
• rat a•fetia,1

GENERAL ELECTRIC

RETAIL $1.35

Vv0

SALE 990

A.C. or
CHAMPION
HAIR DRYER s-1

Prices Good Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun.

Bottle Of 25

Moe

Z

.COLDS

HAIR SPRAY

THE JIM NABORS HOUR
7:00 P.M. THUR. SEPT. 25
PREMIERE
WLAC-TV.5

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

(OLD TABLETS

Nraw,

REVLON

Brian Keith, Sebastian Cabot and those
adorable youngsters. All part of one big, happy
family.You're included, of course.

Tur
asse
live]
info.
Wat

CORICIDIN

Eliminate's Odors
14-0s. Reg. 1.69

Box Of 12
Reg.
$1.59

UNCLE BILL,
HOW CAN WE FIND OUT
HOW MR. FRENCH
LOOKS WITHOUT
HIS BEARD?

SEPTEMBER 25. 1969

NEW DISCOUNT

tina ismoraissit-Aida•fts.
me wow organ,

FAMILY AFFAIR
6:30 P.M. THUR. SEPT. 25
NEW NIGHT WLAC-TVID5

THURSDAY

88' to $1"
CR ESL AN
COTTON
HOODED

88 to $2"
BOYS SIZES 10-16
ASST. COLORS

COTTON
DBL. FLEECED
LINED HOODED

BOYS SIZES

99c to $4"

CRESL AN
MO percent ORLON
COTTON

STRIPES
ASST. COLORS
HOODED
THERMAL
LINED
HOODED

Col

ONE 01
Murray
z 339'.
room, I
'Spot re(
Ware.
MOM,
out bas
electric
conditio
GE bi
there i
the ball
The loi
could b
for thsl
provide
expansi
three a
is besi
there i
Shown
Call 75
MODE)
of land
dence a
482-8331
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POI SALM
GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes 10 and
12, Jr. Petite, sizes 3 and 5. Wt.
..
mens size 9. Phone 733-1518.
g-27-C

NOTICB

NOTICS

NISLP WANTED

HOLF WANTED

emlonimmemmma

Lose 10 lbs. in
10 days on
Grapefruit
Diet

CASH FOR WOOD

SEVEN-PIECE
living
room
suite. Bought new in March.
Three-piece bedroom suite with
new box springs and mattress.
TV, 17-inoh screen, in g3od con
dition. All for $300.00. Ca!I 4365830.
ITC

FOR SALE

POI SALO
NEW ROOF EASY---,Apply *Lies Flbrated Asphalt Alumi- ONE GERMAN Shepard. regis
num. Let us show you how early tered, three and one-half years
to apply, how it stops leaks and old, $45.00. Registered English
does the job for only 3 cents a Setters, males and females,
square foot. Ask about the spec- white and orange, white and
ial 24 gallon drum price. Hugh- black, daughter of champion
es Paint Store, 401 Maple St. Big Coon and son of champion
Oete&C Johnny Crockett. $40 for males,'
$30 for females. Phone 412-,
FOR “a job well done feeling" 8607 after 5:00 p. m.
S-27-C
clean carpets with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer 61. Big WHITE CROWDER peas foV
K.
S-27-C freezing. Ready now. Phone 4892520.
1TP'

ONE HB-7 Allis-Chalmers Dozer. Garwood lift, full diesel
start. Call 753-8868 during day
or 753-3470 at night
S-2'7-C SPINET PIANO, new $470.00, 1968 HONDA 125 Scrambler,
5 years to pay. Lonardo Piano like new, priced to sell. Phone
Co., your complete Music Store, 492-8714.
S-27-C
350 KAWASAKI motorcycle, across from
Turn your woodlands into a year around cash producing
post. office, Paris,
warstill
miles,
in
1900
only
GREY
Mohawk
12'
x
19'
wool
asset. The Celotex Corporation is now buying wood deTenn Baldwin Piano and Orranty. Must sell. Phone 753- gans for
rug and pad; Zenith radio cabchurch
livered to their wood yard in Paris, Tenn. For more
or
home.
No experience necessary, will train you. Right young
S-27-P
5917 after five p. m.
inet, mohogany with Provincial
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
information call or come in to see Joel Sills or Roy
man can grow into an excellent position. College appli1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' x 43', molding; other household items..
(Special) - This is the revo.
Chopper
650
TRIUMPH
1964
Watkins. Phone (901) 642-1230.
lutionary grapefruit diet that
cations welcomed. Call 753-3763 and ask for Mr. Newton
located at University Heights 1209 Kirkwood, phone 753-7932.,
Motorcycle. Has been chopped. Trailer
everyone is suddenly talking
from 10:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. to arrange for interview.
Court. Phone 753-8291
S-27-S
about. Thousands of copies
Custom tank, chrome spokes after 10:00
a. in.
Oct-4-C
have been passed from hand
fi26c
and rims. Lathed forks. Solo
MurLOTS
BURIAL
in
FOUR
to hand in factories, plants
seat with bumper seat. Motor BOYS PANTS. sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, ray Memorial Gardens. Lo(
and offices throughout the
is disassembled. Needs work. 10. Girls dresses and coat, size 139-A 1-2-3-4 in Garden Christ-'
U.S.
Take any reasonable offer. See 4. Call 492-8374,
S-25-C us. Phone 753-5302 for informaPOE
RENT
REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
Because this diet really
Jim Williams at Ledger and
tion.
P.O. Box 1090
works.
testimonials
We
have
Paris, Term, 38242
1969,
175
HONDA
Scrambler,
NICE SLEEPING rooms for A CHOICE HOME and 52 acres Times.
S-27-NC
reporting on its success. If
perfect condition, 4500 miles.
boys, one block from campus. of fine land on Highway 121,
you follow it exactly, you
5-25-P FULL BOX springs and mattress
should lose 10 pounds In 10
Phone 753-6425 or 753-5062. in Coldwater. The residence is IT'S terrific the way we're sell- Call 753-4498.
wih metal frame, $25.00. Utility'
ing
days. No weight loss in the
Blue
clean
Lustre
rugs
to
Sept. 30.0 a spacious 3-bedroom brick in
ONE FIVE YEAR OLD German table, $1.00. Child's rocker,
first four days but you will
and
upholstery.
shampoRent
Real Estate Per Sale
suddenly drop 5 pounds on
HELP WANTS.
NICE FURNISHED apartment a beautifully landscaped set- oer $1. Western Auto Store. Shepard female, two five mon- $2.00. Platform rocker, $10.00.
the 5th day. Thereafter lose
for college boys. Phone 7=- ting. The farm land is top qual- Home of "The Wishing Well" ths old pups, AKC registered. Two end tables, $5.00. 6000
FOURBEDROOM House: At the WANTED: Mechanic
one pound a day Until the
at Wal7381 days, 753-5108 after 500 ity for raising cattle, with wopresent time we have three ex- drop's Saw and Lock
S-27-C Call 753-3117, or 753-2856 be BTU, GE air conditioner, $75.00.
10th day. Then you will lose
Shop. Apven wire fences, a fine stock
fore 3 p. in.
pm.
S-25-P Phone Arthur Watts 753-9212.;
'1.2 pounds every two days
cellent buys in four bedroom ply in person at 207
ITC
South 7th
barn and deep well. With black- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
until you get down to your
brick houses. One of them has Street.
S-26-C
8-96-C
ROOMS for two boys. 623.00 per top frontage on 3 sides, this is Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co. 1967 HONDA 90 Scrambler. Alproper weight. Best of all,
two bedrooms down, with bath,
th.tie will be no hunger
month. 224 South 15th., 753- potential development property, Your complete music store. ma two rooms for rent to col- 19661
/
2 HONDA 450, good conliving room, kitchen with built- WANTED: Experienced waitpano. Revised and enlarged.
dition, only $600.00. Phone 7535974.
Across from post office, Paris, lege boys. Phone 753-2360.
S-25-C and priced right.
in range, dishwasher and dis- ress. Apply in person before
thit Pet lets you stuff your.
S-25-P 6853.
Tenn.
S-26-C'
self with formerly "forbidNEW 3-BEDROOM brick home
posal, family room with fire- 1:00 p. m. No phone calls.
H-S-20-C
den" foods, such as steaks
Westwood,
lot
sloping
in
on
place, and utility. Upstairs are Rudy's Restaurant.
TWO
USED
625-C
refrigerators. MAKE A RUG, braided nylon.,
trimmed w,th fat, roast or
It has a large living room, den VINYL UPHOLSTERED living Phone 753-4413.
two more bedrooms and bath
5-25-C wool, ready to be put together.7
fried chicken, gravies, may.
kitchen with all the built-ins room suite, two months old,
plus an enormuos amount of
Young evergreens for landscaponnatse, lobster swimming In
200
GOOD
used
tires. Regular ing. Phone 753-5954 after
2 ceramic tiled baths, carpeted $85.00. Bedroom suite with box
storage space. It has central
butter, bacon fats, sausages
five!.
10'
x
52'
TRAILER
KENTUCKY
and wide treds. Black and white
and scrambled eggs and still
throughout, central heat and springs and mattress,
heat and air and is great in
p. in.
S-213-C
$45.00. walls. Price, cheap,
lose weight. The secret beFRIED CHICKEN
and
mount
carport
air,
room
utility
and
every way.
Two Bedrooms,
See at 804 Broad Extended behind this "quick weight loss"
Needs Assistant Manager
ed free. Bilbrey's Car and 1968 HILL-CREST 12' x 60' all;
Call us to see this good home tween 4:00 and 7:00 p. m.
diet is simple. Fat does not
ANOTHER one is located on a
Trainees
Home Supply, 210 East Main electric mobile home. CarpetAir
TENNESSEE FARM-158 acres
Conditioned
form
fat.
And
the
grapefruit
S-217-C
beautiful shady lot and has a
Excellent Pay
S-23-C ed living and bedroom. Locat5 miles west of Croasland, on
Juice in this diet acts as a catGood Downtown Location
study, kitchen, family room,
For Right Man
alyst (the "trigger"), to start
ed in Coach Estates. Phone 753Jones Mill Road just south o VOLKSWAGEN trailer hitch,
APARTMENT
living room, dining room and
SIZE
electric 6592.
the fat burning process. You
College Applications
State Line. 120 acres cleared like new, will sell for half stove.
S-30-C
bedrooms
four
Excellent
and
stuff yourself on the permitbath down
condition.
BAXTER BILBREY
Welcomed
land; 30 acres in bottom; and pricearCall 753-1705 during the Phone
ted food listed In the diet
753-1329.
and bath up. Immediate possesPhonio 753-5617 or 713-1257
S-254
Phone 753-3763 between
90 acres sowed down. This land day or 992-8264 after 5 -p. in
plan, and still lose unsightly
sion on this one.
After 5:00 p. en.
10:00 a. m. and 4:00 p. in.
has been limed past year, ridge
fat and excess body fluids. A
S-27-C QUILTS and tailI tops. Few
ONE-STORY: This four bedroom
to- arrange interview
copy of this startling successS-25-C
land 7.9 to' int- r acrie';' bottoin
ill
and few fancy
COUCH.
brick is all on one floor. It has
Call
753-5050
S 27-C
ful diet can be obtained by
13-21C
land 4 tons per acre. Call us
one afigan to sell. ones.Al Also
sending $2 to
two baths, living room, kitchen,
for details.
one small antique trunk. Two
FOX MEADOWS: The prestige
utility, study and carport. InNEW 3.13EDROOM brick, in ANTIQUE dining room suite" nice aluminum coolers used to
Citrus Diet Plan
, name in mobile home living.
cluded in the low purchase
-City School district. Has living with six chairs, buffett. Hot- haul milk from barn to truck.
5211 W. Jefferson
Most spacious lots available in- room, kitchen-dining
price is air conditioners, drapes, COUPLES wanted for part time
area, utili- point refrigerator, set of blond Call 753-8737.
' •••
5-25-C
or
outside
and
appliances,
full
city
limtime wort. No experutilities
kitchen
this area. All
L.A. Calif. 90016
ty room, 1% ceramic tiled end tables, coffee table, Tappan
ited to families. Enjoy the care- baths,
storage house. Located close to ience necessary. Call 753-5586.
HAVE
%
gas
range
dozen
with
visual
light
fine Old Violins
oven.
central heat and air, fulMoney-back guarantee. If
groceries and schools, immedfree life of a mobile home loafter trying the diet you have
ly carpeted, carport and patio, All in excellent condition. for sale at ½ price. T. J. Burke,
cated
in
the
suburban
best
of
iate possession on this one.
not lost 7 pounds In the first
S-27-P Fulton, Ky.
on good lot and convenient to Phone 753-6247.
8-25-C
locations. Phone 753-3855 for
THREE-BEDROOM Bricks: We WANTED: A clean-Up and Luseven days, another 6 pounds
Shopping Center. Priced below
brication
man
and
a
next
experien7
In
days,
the
and
WE
reservations.
Office at 104
have several of these. One has
$20,000.00.
pounds every two days thereAUTOS FOR SALE
South 9th.
S-26C 13% ACRES with a
three bedrooms, two baths, liv- ced auto mechanic. Apply in
NOT1C11
3-bedroom
simply
after,
return
the
diet
person
to
Red
Seaford, Service
ing room with fireplace, recreaplan and your $2 will be rebrick
veneer
home,
on
Highway
LaSabre
doorl
BUICK
NEW
four
1968
VACANCY:
single
or
doution room, kitchen with all Manager, Saunders and Piudom
funded promptly and without
ble rooms for boys, refrigerat- .121, one mile west of Cold- sedan with factory air and powargument. Tear out this mesTappan built-ins, central heat Motor Sales.
or.
One block from campus. water. This home is on a slop- er. 1966 Buick Skylark with facas
a
Decide
reminder.
sage
and air, carport and corner lot.
Private
parkin* Phone 753-ing yard and the land is well tory air and double power.
now
trim
to
regain
attracthe
RAND NEW is this one that WANTED: Waitress, janitor
tive figure of your youth.
6243.
;
.
10
0-I-C‘tdaained. This is an ideal small Console in floor, bucket seats.
two baths, entry hall, util- and cook. Phone
acreage
759-4963.
Cain and Taylor Gall Station.
ity room, den, kitchen with
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- IN HAZEL, 3-bedroom frame Corner of 6th and Main. S-26-C
S-29-C
•
built-ins, central heat and air,
partment. Zimmerman's Apart- home at 5th and Calloway
carpeting, carport and good gaiiANTED by Steil& Feed
ments, South 16th Street. Phone Streets. Has living room, din- 1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
storage space. Owner will trade. Mill. Please contact mill in per753-6609.
S-29-C ing room, kitchen, bath utility Lour door hardtop with factory
WE have plenty of new ones son.
air and power. 1967 Chrysler
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, carp- and garage, on nice lot with lots 300 four door hardtop with facbut this place is a real bargain
eted. Couple. Children welcome. of shrubbery and trees. Price tory air and all power. Cain and
in a used house For less than
reduced for squick sale.
Phone 753-3855.
$24,000, you can own this two $140.00 per week; to the right
S-25-C A GOOD CATTLE FARM: 92 Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
00
Prices
You
Can
Afford
year old brick. It has three bed- nun ages 21 to 32. Approxi5-26-C
SMALL WARM trailer. Electric acres near New Providence, on 6th and Main.
rooms, living room, beautiful mately 48 hours per week. Must
re, Fast Competent Service
beat. $38.00 per month. Phone blacktop, with four room house.
kitchen with all the built-ins. be a hard worker for this high
489-3623.
S-25-C This farm is well fenced with 1968 PONTIAC four door hardDouble carport with storage paying lob Must be honest, dewoven wire and has lots of wa- top with factory air and power.
Located
200
Main
Street.
house, carpeting, and even the pendable, sincere and sober.
BUILDING suitable for auto ter for stock.
Green with black vinyl roof.
in rear of
drapes are part of the pur- Permanent work. (No Job hopbusiness. Four electric doors, LARGE FRAME home in Ha• 1986 Chevrolet Impala two door
chase. It's located on a large pers please). Mr. Riley, Padu
John R. Used Furniture
air compressor, gas heat, ex- zel, 10 rooms, one block from hardtop. V-8 automatic with
S-27-C
lot and is convenient to MSU cab 444-9622.
cellent lighting and good loca- business section and across power steering. Cain and Tayand city schools. Also there are
tion. Phone 753-3018.
5-25-C street from the Baptist church. lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
WANTED-Job
Supervisor
to
two baths.
SERVICES OFFERSD
S-26-C
and Main.
counsel
and
adult
supervise
eoFURNISHED one-bedroom up- This is a lot of home for the
NEED some income and a nice
CONTRACT new home. stairs apartment, extra nice, mow/.
door hardfour
place to Ii v e? Then take a pollees in local Manpower Pro88
OLDS
1963
3-BEDROOM brick home, and
double
look at the duplex located at gram. Person must have had at General repair work and addi- one person or couple, no chil- 5 acres
of land approximately top with factory air and
least
one
year
successful
extions.
Phone
713-3396.
dren, twelve months lease reNova sta306 N. 6th Street. One side has
II
Chevy
1966
power.
Oet.-10-C quired, private entrance. Call 4% miles from Murray in the tion wagon. Cain and Taylor
2 bedrooms. Living room, kit- porience in building construcLocust Grove and New Provichen and full bath with tub tion. He must possess the pat- PROFESSIONAL resident- 753-1299.
5-25-P dence area. If ydu want a nice Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
S-26-C
and shower. The other has one ience, understanding and other ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
Main.
TWO - BEDROOM trailer at home and acreage this is it.
bedroom, with large kitchen, personai qualities to enable him References. Pres estimates.
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. Priced to sell.
Living room, bath, these apart- to deal effectively' with adults Phone 75$4480.
Oct. 21.4 Phone 753-8673.
S-30-C LYNNWOOD ESTATES: 2 miles 1965 FALCON two door sedan,
ments are completely separate. who are inexperienced, unskillout Highway 121 now open and automatic, 6 cylinder. 1965
H.as 2-car garage, ideal location ed, uneducated and, often, un- WILL DO baby sitting in my
lots are selling. We invite you Buick LaSabre four door sefor church, town, school docbar, motivated ...Good salary with home, day or night. Experien- NEWLY decorated 3-room cot
to drive out and see these fine dan. Double power. Local car.
Call
Benefits.
443-8465
Fringe
this place is priced to sell.
ced. Phone 753-5825.
11-25-C tage, air conditioned, electric residential lots, with and withCain and Taylor Gulf Station.
heat. Two blocks from college,
WE HAVE a large business or pick up application farms at
out trees. Buy now and plan Corner of 6th and Main.
the
office,
ThompPAEOC
1400
CLIPPING
POODLE
and groom- couples only. Call 753-1589.
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
building at Stella.
your future home, terms if deS-26-C
WE HAVE a nice office for son Ave., Paducah, Ky, Equal ing. 1830 Hamilton, phone 753S-26-C sired.
Opportunity Employer. S-27-C 2388.
S-25-C
Cool
rent.
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- WE ALSO HAVE a large selec- 1964 FORD Fairlane station waWE HAVE several farms, lots
EMPLOYMENT WANTED: De- partment. All utilities furnish- tion of lots in Murray, Fair- gon. 1963 Olds 88 four door
of building lots. For all your
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
pendable mature man experien- ed. Available Oct. 1, 1969. Call view Acres, Hazel and on the hardtop with double power.
Real Estate needs you will find
Station.
Gulf
Taylor
Cain
and
ced business manager, office 753-5489.
lake,
priced
$1,000.00
and
up.
S-26-C
it pays to check with ROBERTS
REAL MATZ FOR SALM
Luxurious Turnpike Design
TO BUY, see us, TO SELL, list Corner of 6th and Main. S-26-C
manager, personal director:
REALTY at 505 Main or call
APARTMENT
for
Write P. 0. Box 32-A, Murray,
rent. Couple with us. We are now Licensed
HOUSE
AND
LOT.
Lot
size
70'
Hoyt or Ray Roberts at 753Ky.
8-55-13 or one man only. Apply in per- in both Kentucky and Tennes1966 PLYMOUTH four door se1851.
S-27-C x 253'. Call between 5:00 p. m
and 8:00 p. m., 753-3036, J. W LIGHT HAULING. Call after son after 4:00 p. m. No phone see.
dan with power steering and
calls.
Dill's
Trailer
Court
at
FULTON
YOUNG Realty, 40, brakes. 1962 Chevy II Nova twoTWO-BEDR001: frame house Coleman.
4:00 p. in., 753-7174.
&IBC Murray Drive-In Theatre.
and Maple Streets. Office phone door hardtop. Cain and Taylor
on 1 acre ground, 2% miles
S-26-C 753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
WILL KEEP babies or anall
and
east of Murray, $9,000.00. Call FOR SALE or
Young 753-4946, R. B. Patter- Main.
Trade: Nee children in my home Phone
S-26-C
753-3629.
S-2f3-C three-bedroom
TRAILER
SPACE.
Stella
Trail- son 436-5697, Ishmael
brick home. Ex 753-8898.
Stinson
S-27-C er Park. Phone 753-2493
753-1534.
4111111111111111111111
1967 CAMERA. Gold with black
BY OWNER: Four-room frame ceptiocally nice with 2000 feel
S-V-P
H-S-27-C vinyl roof. Console in the floor.
house on large lot. Phone 753- of living space. It has all the WILL STAY in home with el1961 Buick Invicta with facS-26-C extras, with double concrete derly or convalescent person. NEW BRICK duplex, two bed6997.
drive. Located in Cantlebury Phone 436-5851.
S-27-P mom. Stove and refrigerator
tory air and all power. Cain
LOST
II
FOUND
ONE OF the finer homes in the Estates, in city school district.
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornfurnished. Also trailer. Phone
141
/
17
4
Murray area, on large lot 125' Phone 753-3672 after 5:00 p. m.
WAI4711) TO BUY
5-26-C
753-6931.
S-27-C LOST: Black and white Boston er of 6th and Main.
x 339'. This home has a living
3-25-C
Terrier,
weighing
about
12
lbs.
WANTED: Men's or Ladies used THREE-ROOM unfurnished dufN1::
room, family room and a 32
5-25-C 1963 FORD Cralaxie 500 four
'
S-25-NC plex, electric heat. Phone 753- Phone 753-7720.
bicycle. 753-6804.
ot recreation room with firedoor sedan. Local car. 1649
ace. Also a study or sewing EIGHT-ROOM house and one or WANTED:
LOST:
1246
Four
or
see
year
old
at
503
female
Olive.
Chevy pick-up truck. 1961 Buick
Used bed
with
room, three full baths, walk two large lots. Clan be used as wrings and mattress. Must be
S-27-C lemon spotted pointer bird dog. Skylark with factory air. Two
out basement, 11 large closets, duplex. 413 North Fifth Street.
With her is a three months old door hardtop.
Cain and Taylor
5-25-C good and clean. B. B. Dill 753electric heat and central air- Call 753-8434.
male pup. In Lynn Grove vicin- Gulf Station. Corner
S-,213-C
2930 after 4:00 p. in.
of 6th and
conditioning. The kitchen has
ity.
Phone
435-5455
or
753-7139
Main.
SIRVICIS OFFERED
S-26-C
GE built-in appliances and
NOTICE
S-2'7 C
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to
there is a second kitchen in
1961 OLDSMOBILE, $100.00.
the basement for entertaining
check on the price of these tires!
1961 Corvair, $100.00. 1960 Ford
The lower level of this house
$100.00. Cain and Taylor Gulf
could be used as an apartment
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
for that in-law or rented out to
S-26-C
provide extra income. There is
No Jobs to Small or Large
For
expansion room for two or
to bo APPreclated
three more bedrooms. The yard
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Free Estimates
is beautifully landscaped and
Contact:
AVON CALLING. Be among the
there is a large garden spot.
rofessional Maintenance
first to sell our fabulous ChristShown by appointment only.
G_UL
mas line-turn spare time into
Box 623 Calvert City, Ky. 42029
Call 753-3903.
S-28-C
write.
Call
or
now.
money.
Act
Phone 153 5862
Corner of Sixth & Main
Phone 443-6863
MODERN HOUSE with 30 acres
Mrs. Evelyn L. Brovan, Avon
of land. Located in the ProviEsstireen 110 a. as. and
Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady Grove
The Complete Cleaning Service
dence area. Call after 400 p. m.
SAO a. en.
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, phone
AI*
492-8336.
S-30-P
965-3363
S-26-C
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KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

The Celotex Corporation
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Professional Building Maintenance
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BLACK TOP PAVING'

ice or Business

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
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CAIN & TAYLOR
F STATION

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars
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Fall Preparation Of Plant
Beds Is Better Than Spring
by: W. R. 1400ysir,
most prevalent disease in burArea Extension Agent
ley was manganese toxicity
In Tobacco
caused by too acid Joe. Seed
beds
piant
of
Fall proportion
the Land to vetch or a combinahas advantages over spring pre- tion of vetch and wheat cover
paration by allowing for seeding crop.
at the proper time and easier
to seed. Chemicals recommended for use are methyl bromide,
Safekeeping
mylone, vapam and cyanamid. White House's
Most growers are using methyl
—
WASHINGTON (UPI)
bromide and leaving the Owe
Nixon
the
Ralph
says
Nader
winter.
tic on the bed over
The bed stlould be located on administration is sitting on a
fertile, well dnained land, away report which recommends the
from shade, preferably near a government disclose the results
supply of wafer for irrigation, of its safety and value tests on
name
brand
of
if necessary. Ditch around the hundreds
bed to avoid water draining products used by American
over it. Because of root rot consumers. Nader said the
resistant burley varieties, beds report was sent to the White
for this type of tobacco are be- House in December but its
ing used successfully in the recommendations "have either
actively
or
ignored
same location for several years. been
It is considered good manage- opposed" by the administration.
ment to move beds annually
used for dark tobacco unless
Ky 170 variety is to be sown
which is resistant to root rot. Nyet To Global War
The soil temperatures should
be 50 degrees F or above when
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Isbeds are prepared. The last of raeli Foreign Minister Abbe
September and early October is Eban says that while the
considered the best time for
Soviets are supporting the
fall preparation. The Extension
Arabs in their dispute with
circular, "Tobacco Plant Bed
"My feeling is they
Israel,
Management" described the difwant a regional vrar to
ferent methods of treating beds don't
a global war."
and is available at local Exten- turn into
a television show
on
Appearing
sion offices.
SunNation—CBS)
the
(Face
This year's tobacco crop is
Big Four
being harvested greener than day, El:an said the
promote
usual because of late setting, powers could best
not by
region
the
in
peace
August
late
dry eriods, then
rain. Proper temperature and getting involved themselves in
humidity are necessary condi- a settlement but convincing the
tions for desirable curing. Tem- parties involved to settle their
perature should range from 60 own differences.
to 90 degrees F and relative
humidity around 65 to 70 percent. Temperature and relative humidity can be obtained
-"lif-opening dr closing doors Fkrier Ball Power
and vents either during day or
night as needed: heat with small
CASERTA, Italy (UFO—This
fires for dark-fired, and coke
soccer team used flowers
or g,as for burley and one-suck- city's
its first game since
celebrate
to
the
in
water
er. Also putting
earlier this.
erupted
rioting
barn, if the tobacco is too dry,
either in barrels or by sprink- month to protest the club's
ling the floor of the barn is demotion.
Before its match with Croadvisable. Watering the area around the barn probably is saf- tone, players from the Casertaer for burley than sprinkling na team Sunday tossed thouInside. The objective is to ob- sands of flowers into the crowd
tain good yellowing of the crop of 8,000. The local team won 4in the barn over about a week 1. There were no incidents.
Casdrtana was scheduled to
by having proper temperature
play in the second division of a
and moisture.
Where the same field is to national soccer league but after
be used for tobacco another an investigation into reports a
year, three things should be local player tried to bribe
done. Observe some tobacco members of another team,..
roots to see if there is an in- Italian authorities demoted the
festation of false broomrepe club to the third division. The
This ailment was found in three decision triggered rioting that
counties. It is a white nodular left 90 persons injured and
growth on the roots that stunts caused $1.6 million damage.
the plant. Soil test the field
and apply lime, if needed. The

NEW DISCOUNT
NOW OPEN
PHARMACY
SAVE WITH SAFE-T
LOWEST PRICES IN THE AREA
STORE HOURS

MATCH BOX
CARS

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

CAMERA
KODAK
INSTAMATIC
BUY OF THE YEAR

•pRESCRIPTION

Good
13oihcrti.u96;
T

TRICYCLE
$988

REG.
U-40

12
AMF QUALITY
HEAVY 8X

ALL:THIS FOR -ONLY

RED
,WAGON

99'

AMF
—
QUALITY
HEAVY
$859
STEEL
CONSTRUCTION
OFFICIAL

MATCH
BOX

1

Be Ready!!

I

I

for the best in football games, /
variety shows and movies!
i
#
i
CALL MURRAY CABLEVISIONI
TODAY
We can furnish you with more
TV variety and clearer pictures.

50% REDUCTION

CLIEEST
TABLETS
BOTTLE 36

INSULIN

NEEDLE
AND

SYRINGE

INSTAMATIC
124
THUNDER
CAMERA
BOLT
KIT $15.88

JOHNNY WEST'S MOUNT

REG.21.95

REAL
WESTERN
RANGE
HORSE

CAROUSEL
PROJECTOR

OPENING
, SPECIAL
I I' HIN

-

I

(Dial 1534144 after 5:44 p.m. arid on weekends)

011w 4011111ele

weElliee

DAYLITE
SCREEN

-4111111111w

TRIPOD STAND

Reg. 1395

8.88

12 PRINT

COLOR ROLL
DEVELOPED
& PRINTS

2.9

PHOTO
FINISHING AT THE LOWEST
DISCOUNT PRICES

In Murray
Calloway C

United Press h

i Seen&I--IE
Around
Murray
About the slickest g.
have seen in some tir
Terra Tiger. This thin
the land, sea, mud, i
and what have you,
ease. There is one o
at the Ben Franklin St
by and eee it.

40 or 80 Units

YOUR PRESCRIPTION
IS PRICED LOWER

SAVE WITH SAFE-T

REG. $1.65

89

100 With
30 FREE
REG. $7.69

LET US PRICE YOUR NEXT
PRESCRIPTIRIS
AT NO OBLIGATION

Ws
LOW LOW 'DM

MAALOX N°.2
980
LEDICATED
SCADAN ACNE
DOME
3167
$1.49

ALL YOUR NEEDS AT
LOW LOW PRICES

50 DOUBLE
STRENGTH
TABLETS

SKIN CLEANSER

Continuous Antiseptic
Protection Non-Greasy
Odor less Non-Staining.

BY DOME

PLENTY OF FREE
PARKING
SAVE WITH SAFE-T

COMPLETE
NEW CAMERA
DEPARTMENT

DARK ROOM SUPPLIES
CAMERA ACCESSORIES

is is a Terra T

We don't know whe
have mentioned hear
Lt. Larry J. Garland
Anyway we got a ni
from him at Fort
Georgia. Says the Le
Times keeps him infc
events around Murray.
him too he says of
when he delivered ti
himself. James Harn
route manager when I
ried papers.

BOTTLE OF 20

SICKROOM PHENSAL
SUPPLIES TABLETSE
SEE OUR DISPLAY
HOSPITAL BED MATTRESS
WHEEL CHAIRS,CRUTCHES,
CANES, WALKER'S.

les le.

CAPSULES BY LILLY

REG. $4.50

$3.19

PIS(

DURAL

BERRA
69C VITAMINS

DANDRUFF CONTROL

30 X 40

Phone 153-511115

ter Na..5th Street

$289

Source of N

COUPON
51.00

30 DAY SUPPLY DISPOSABLE

"
2
HOLDS 48 CARS$

48.88

i

GOOD
THRU
OCT.
31, 1969

PAIN RELIEF

ON ALL INSTALLATION I
CHARGES
REG. 59.95
OPENING SPECIAL
During the Month of September I 4PROJECTOR
In. 3.5 LENS
SLIDE TRAY
CAR TON
CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!
CARRY CASE

MURRAY CABLEVISION

630
$1.29

REG.
U-80
ALL INSULIN PRICED
AT LOWEST PRICES

TOTAL VALUE 518.60

COUPON
$1.00

The Prim,

COLD VACCINE

INSULIN

ARE YOU READY? I

FOR THE NEW FALL Pi. SHOWS
All major TV networks will be i
iA showing new and exciting shows I
1
V this Fall and Winter!

PRESENT TIHIS COUPON WITH
YOUR NEXT NEW PRESCRIPTION

SQUIBB

REC .
45(

LIST 2.25

9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
MON. thru SAT.
SUNDAY 12:30 to 6:30

THIS COUPON WORTH $1.00
• ON YOUR NEXT NEW

COUPON
$1.00

INSTAMATIC
LIST 9.95
44
KODACOLOR-X
LIST 1.45
126-12
NAUGAHYDE
FLEECE L1NEDCASE LIST 4.95
FLASH CUBES

COUPON
$1.00

COLLECTORS CASE
1

THURSDAY — SEPTEMBER 25, le&

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

AIDS IN
ACNE
TRE ATMENT
SAVE WITH SAFE-T

SAVE WITH SAFE-T
CLIP COUPON IN THIS
AD WORTH 51.00 ON
YOUR NEXT NEW

PRESCRIPTION

We have had a lot of
over the past twenty-t,
Several are now doct
mess men and otherv
grown into responsi
:baying citizens.

Mot a former carrier
street the other da:
Miller. He's a doctor

Who knows what a y(
on will be when he
an adult? One thing
vou cannot predict
i.q. We have
o we felt sure woul
in the pen and they
fine. Then we've seer
verse too, a promisir
fellow who just never
his feet on the groun
mount to sometning.

for

Th. Peoples Bank has
tiorbary idea printed on
side of their envelope:
Save for the things yc
There

are 232 forn
the 435 meml
House of Representat,
48 Scouts in the 100
U.S. Senate. Twenty-si
me bers and two Senat
)nee
gle Scouts.

Scouts in

Calh(
Passes Aw

Mrs. Julia Knoth
mother of Paul WI
Lynn Grove, died W
at the Hopkinsville /
or.
She was 92 years of
a native of Lyon COUJ
Survivors are three s
of Lynn Grove Terr
Kuttawa Route One,
Neal Calhoun of Hop
four daughters Mrs.
Schmidt of Bowling Gr
Christine Taylor of
lContinviid be Pigs

WEATHER RE]

United Prose Internal

Fair with mild days
at night today and
High today in the 70:
es, low tonight in th
w 50s, high Saturda
upper 70s to low 80:
today variable at 5 n
hour. Sunday sunny
towed mild.

l

FIVE-DAY FOREC
Temperatures in 1
Saturday through W
will average 4 to 8 de:
low normal. Cool begi
period with only mino
day changes. Normal
to 79, lows 49 to 57.
Louisville normal 1
low 53. Lexington norm
77 with normal low at
Precipitation will ti
quarter inch or less wit
for showers after the

